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Abstract
As any resources, ontologies, thesaurus, vocabularies and terminologies need to be described with relevant metadata to
facilitate their identification, selection and reuse. For ontologies to be FAIR, there is a need for metadata authoring guidelines
and for harmonization of existing metadata vocabularies—taken independently none of them can completely describe an
ontology. Ontology libraries and repositories also have to play an important role. Indeed, some metadata properties are
intrinsic to the ontology (name, license, description); other information, such as community feedbacks or relations to other
ontologies are typically information that an ontology library shall capture, populate and consolidate to facilitate the processes
of identifying and selecting the right ontology(ies) to use. We have studied ontology metadata practices by: (1) analyzing
metadata annotations of 805 ontologies; (2) reviewing the most standard and relevant vocabularies (23 totals) currently
available to describemetadata for ontologies (such as Dublin Core, OntologyMetadata Vocabulary, VoID, etc.); (3) comparing
different metadata implementation in multiple ontology libraries or repositories. We have then built a new metadata model
for our AgroPortal vocabulary and ontology repository, a platform dedicated to agronomy based on the NCBO BioPortal
technology. AgroPortal now recognizes 346 properties from existing metadata vocabularies that could be used to describe
different aspects of ontologies: intrinsic descriptions, people, date, relations, content, metrics, community, administration,
and access. We use them to populate an internal model of 127 properties implemented in the portal and harmonized for all
the ontologies. We—and AgroPortal’s users—have spent a significant amount of time to edit and curate the metadata of the
ontologies to offer a better synthetized and harmonized information and enable new ontology identification features. Our goal
was also to facilitate the comprehension of the agronomical ontology landscape by displaying diagrams and charts about all
the ontologies on the portal. We have evaluated our work with a user appreciation survey which confirms the new features
are indeed relevant and helpful to ease the processes of identification and selection of ontologies. This paper presents how to
harness the potential of a complete and unified metadata model with dedicated features in an ontology repository; however,
the new AgroPortal’s model is not a new vocabulary as it relies on preexisting ones. A generalization of this work is studied
in a community-driven standardization effort in the context of the RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Services Interest Group.
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1 Introduction

In 2007, Swoogle’s homepage [1] announced searching over
10.000 ontologies. Today, a simple Google Search for “file-
type:owl” returns around 34 K results. Howmuch ontologies
are available online now? The big data deluge and the adop-
tion of the semantic web to semantically describe and link
these data [2] have made the number of ontologies grow to
numbers for which machines are mandatory to index, search
and select them. It has become cumbersome for domain
experts to identify the ontologies to use so that automatic
recommender systems have been designed to help them with
this task, as for instance in the biomedical domain [3]. How-
ever, machines need metadata to facilitate the exploitation
of any data, including ontologies. It is established that meta-
data is often too much neglected by data providers [4] even
if it is now identified as a requirement to make the data
FAIR [5]. But as any other data, ontologies have themselves
to be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable.
Although there are multiple dimensions to make ontologies
FAIR, one will agree developing open ontology reposito-
ries, and libraries is one of them. Such libraries are the best
environment in which the metadata about ontologies can be
described and valued. However, can we say that ontology
developers describe their ontologies with relevant metadata
properties that will facilitate manual or automatic search,
identification and selection of ontologies? There exists a sig-
nificant number of metadata vocabularies that could be used
for ontologies but none of the existing ones can completely
meet this need if taken independently. Therefore, how can
we make ontologies more FAIR?

When someone is interested in an ontology, he/she may
like to know: Who edited or contributed? When? What
methodology or tool was used? Which natural language is
used? Which formats are available? What is the metrics?
Is it free of use or licensed? Who is using it? In addition,
when someone is interested about ontologies of a domain,
he/she may like to know: How ontologies can be grouped
together? Which are most used? What are the relations
between them? What are the common practices? Who are
the key contributors of the domain? Or the most important
organizations? All this information can be represented by
metadata properties. Capturing that information is both a
technical challenge—we need models, tools and automated
population—and a data curation challenge. Indeed, the infor-
mation or metadata about an ontology is often dispatched
within web sites, scientific articles, documentation or some-
times not existing at all except in the brain of the original
ontology developers. There is a need for metadata author-
ing guidelines and for harmonization of existing metadata
vocabularies to simplify their use and enlarge their adoption.
For instance, the recentMinimum Information for Reporting
of an Ontology initiative (https://github.com/owlcs/miro) [6]

proposes the MIRO guidelines to ontology developers when
reporting an ontology, e.g., in a scientific article.

In this paper, we adopt the perspective of designers of
an ontology repository and report on our effort to develop
a unified ontology metadata model for this repository. We
measure its impact on facilitating ontology descriptions,
identification and selection. In the following, we will review
the current practices related to describing ontologies and
using ontology metadata vocabularies. We have observed
some limitations, lack of harmonization and confusions in
the practices. This is not surprising when considering the
efforts needed to just identify the potentially relevant vocab-
ularies that could be used to describe ontologies.1 Indeed,
a few of these vocabularies are dedicated to ontologies and
vocabularies (e.g., OMV, DOOR, VOAF), or datasets (e.g.,
VOID, DCAT, SCHEMA) and others capture more general
metadata (e.g., DC,DCT, PROV,DOAP).2 They are often not
maintained anymore, sometimes very specific or too general
and of course, they are rarely aligned one another despite
their significant overlaps. Furthermore, there have been sev-
eral ontology repository projects that did not also take the
problem seriously enough to support the description of their
ontologies with standard vocabularies [7, 8]. With the excep-
tion of the Linked Open Vocabularies registry [9, 10], the
MMI Ontology Registry and Repository [11], and to some
extent, the NCBO BioPortal [12], the question of harmo-
nization and standardization of ontology descriptions have
not really been a central matter, although this is changing
now (e.g., the OBO Foundry community metadata effort).
The Linked Open Vocabularies is a good counter example;
it has developed and adopted VOAF as a unified model to
describe metadata and relations between vocabularies. Now,
even if the metadata vocabulary is limited (16 properties),
the platform has more than 600 resources described with the
same model.

In the rest of the paper, we will adopt a definition of
metadata including anything that can be said to describe
an ontology, structured data or free descriptions: how and
why it is built, used, changed, accessed and how it relates
to other ontologies and datasets. That will include prop-
erties going from (1) intrinsic properties, e.g., name, URI,
creation date; (2) relation to other ontologies, e.g., imports,

1 In this paper, we will consider the terms ontologies, terminologies,
thesaurus and vocabularies as the type of knowledge organization sys-
tems [42] or knowledge artifacts [41]. Those are the subjects we are
interested in describing. However, to facilitate the reading, we will use
the word ontology to identify the subject that is described by meta-
data (e.g.,MovieOntology,HumanDiseaseOntology,MeSH thesaurus,
etc.) and the word vocabulary to identify the semantic resources used
to described ontologies (e.g., OMV, DC, DCAT, etc.).
2 Please refer to column ‘prefix’ of Table 3 all along the paper for
acronyms definitions of metadata vocabularies. We will consistently
use upper case acronyms corresponding to the vocabulary namespace
throughout the paper to refer vocabularies.
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is mapped to, disagrees with; (3) community contributions,
e.g., notes, project using, endorsements; (4) content-based
properties, e.g., SPARQL endpoint, bulk RDF download,
search endpoint. As discussed in the paper, such information
when available and properly harmonized facilitates the ontol-
ogy identification and selection processes, which has been
assessed as crucial to enable ontology reuse [6, 13–15].3 In
addition, good and harmonized metadata provides informa-
tion about the ontology landscape, especially when looking
at a specific domain. For instance, when looking at the OBO
Foundry ontologies [16], onemay askhimself (1) ifOBOEdit
is actually the most used tool to develop ontologies stored in
the foundry? (2) Who are the key persons in this community
to talk to when starting a new ontology? (3) Which are the
most involved organizations? (4) Which are the most active
ontologies?

In this paper, we have made a systematic review of meta-
data vocabularies and their properties in order to build a list of
metadata properties that can be used to describe ontologies
inside our own ontology repository. The objective of this
work is not to propose another “vocabulary” for ontology
metadata, i.e., a SKOS or OWL resource that we would pro-
mote as a new standard to reuse in any ontology description.
Indeed, our list relies completely on preexisting vocabularies
(cf. discussion in Sect. 7.1). Our objective was to address the
need of a commonmetadata model inside an ontology repos-
itory, i.e., implementing a way to compare ontologies side by
side and describe the global landscape of all the ontologies
in a library or repository.

The list proposed has been built following an analysis of
current ontology metadata practices:

• We have reviewed the most standard and relevant vocab-
ularies (23 totals, e.g., Dublin Core, VOID, Ontology
Metadata Vocabulary, Data Catalog Vocabulary, etc.) to
describe metadata for ontologies. For each of these vocab-
ularies, we have selected the significant properties to
describe objects that an ontology could be considered a cer-
tain type of, e.g., dataset, an asset, a project or a document.
For instance, an ontology may be seen as a prov:Entity
object and then the property prov:wasGeneratedBy may
then be used to describe its provenance.

• Wehave reviewed the current use ofmetadata vocabularies
by sampling 805 ontologies and measuring which vocab-
ularies (and which properties in those vocabularies) are
actually used by ontology developers.

3 In this paper, we define identification and selection of an ontol-
ogy as the processes of choosing the right ontology for a given task
when searching for ontologies on an ontology library or repository. It
can be based on the content of the ontology, its type, community or
level of adoption in a community. Sometime this process may be semi-
automatizedwith tools such as theNCBORecommender (also available
in AgroPortal) [3].

• We have studied some of the most common ontology
repositories available in the semantic web community, and
especially the NCBO BioPortal (which is the reference
platform to host and retrieve biomedical ontologies world-
wide) to capture in our list, the properties thatwere actually
implemented by the repositories but that would represent
an information not specific to the portal. We have con-
sidered the features/properties implemented by the portal
as “another vocabulary” (later called BioPortal Metadata)
incorporated into our list.

As the result, we obtained a list of 346 relevant properties
to describe different aspects of ontologies that we have cat-
egorized for better understanding. Someone developing an
ontology will of course not have to fill them all but can
consider them as a list of candidate properties to use. We
then grouped those properties into a unified and simpli-
fied model of 127 properties that includes the 46 properties
originally offered by the NCBOBioPortal and reuses proper-
ties of the reviewed metadata vocabularies for the rest [17].
We have implemented this new ontology metadata model
within AgroPortal [18], an ontology repository, based on the
NCBO technology. AgroPortal hosts ontologies and offers
ontology-based services for agronomy, food, plant sciences
and biodiversity domains. AgroPortal’s new metadata model
supports much more metadata properties than the original
NCBO one, enabling very precise description of ontologies.
For instance, the model captures which kind of knowledge
organization system the file uploaded to the portal is (e.g.,
thesaurus, ontology, taxonomy, terminology, etc.). We also
have properties to capture information such as licenses,
ontology editor used, syntax, etc. We can also capture how
ontologies are related to other resources (web site, publica-
tion, wiki, datasets, etc.) and other ontologies.Mostmetadata
are automatically extracted from the original ontology file,
if present, when the ontology is uploaded to the portal. Or
it can be in some cases automatically generated by the por-
tal. We have completely refactored the AgroPortal ontology
metadata edition page to facilitate the job to ontology devel-
opers when uploading an ontology to the portal andmanually
editing metadata.

With a new edition interface and a common model avail-
able for all the ontologies in the portal, we have then spent a
significant amount of time to edit and curate ourselves ontol-
ogy descriptions, and we have asked the ontology developers
to validate our edits and complete them. This has resulted in
our capability to automatically aggregate information about
ontologies and vocabularies to facilitate the comprehension
of the whole agronomical ontology landscape by displaying
diagrams, charts and networks about all the ontologies on the
portal (grouping, types of ontologies, average metrics, most
frequent licenses, languages or formats, leading contribu-
tors and organizations, most active ontologies, etc.).We have
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added several new features to AgroPortal’s ontology descrip-
tion and browsing pages and have now a specific page dedi-
cated to visualizing the “landscape” of ontologies (http://agro
portal.lirmm.fr/landscape) that displays synthetized informa-
tion, using diagrams, charts and figures, about the ontologies
developed in agronomy with the goal of facilitating ontology
identification, selection and get a better comprehension of
the landscape of ontologies. Of course, these new function-
alities rely on the quality of the metadata extracted from the
ontologies or edited on the portal. Such visualizations are
also meant to motivate the ontology developers to document
and describe more their ontologies. An evaluation survey
conducted with AgroPortal’s users shows evidence of the
influence of ontology metadata on ontology identification
and selection and reports on the very positive evaluation of
the new functionalities by AgroPortal’s users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
presents a few motivating use cases from our work on ontol-
ogy repositories; Sect. 3 discusses related work in metadata
vocabularies and ontology libraries. In Sect. 4, we report
on our analysis of current ontology metadata practices that
have driven our methodology, described Sect. 5, to select
a large list of properties and to implement a restricted and
unified new ontology metadata model in AgroPortal. Sec-
tion 6 presents the results obtained by implementing the new
model in AgroPortal, populating the metadata and designing
new interfaces to facilitate the comprehension of the ontol-
ogy landscape. The section also reports about evaluating the
new features with AgroPortal’s user community. Sections 7
and 8, respectively, discuss the perspectives and issues in
ontology metadata and concludes the paper.

2 Motivating Use Cases

Our work on ontology metadata is related to our research
and development on ontology repositories. Indeed, LIRMM
develops and maintains two ontology repositories which are
based on the NCBO technology [19]. One, the SIFR BioPor-
tal (http://bioportal.lirmm.fr) is developed within the context
of the Semantic Indexing of French biomedical Resources
project and focus on French biomedical ontologies and ter-
minologies. The main goal of the SIFR project is to develop
a French Annotator [20] similar to what exists within the
NCBO BioPortal [21]. The second ontology repository,
AgroPortal (http://agroportal.lirmm.fr) [18], targets the agri-
cultural community (not restricted to any language but using
English as default) and the project has for primary mission to
host and describe vocabularies and ontologies. In the paper,
we will only describe the use cases and implementation done
within theAgroPortal project; however, it is important to note
that this work is generic and has also been implemented in
the SIFR BioPortal.

Data integration and semantic interoperability in agrono-
my—and related domains—have become a crucial scientific
challenge. Recently, the research community as adopted the
use of ontologies as a common and shared means to describe
data make them interoperable and annotate them to build
structured and formalized knowledge [22, 23]. The FAIR
principles also reinforced that vision [5]. AgroPortal’s main
objective is to be a reference ontology repository for agron-
omy, plant sciences, biodiversity, andnutrition.We reused the
openly available NCBOBioPortal technology (http://bioport
al.bioontology.org) [12] to build our first ontology repository
and services platform. We have now an advanced prototype,
and the latest version (v1.4) was released in July 2017. It cur-
rently hosts 100 public semantic resources, with more than
2/3 of them not present in any similar ontology repository
(like NCBO BioPortal) and 8 privates. Today, AgroPortal
offers a robust and reliable service to the community that
features ontology hosting, search, versioning, visualization,
comment, services for semantically annotating data with the
ontologies, as well as storing and exploiting ontology align-
ments and data annotations.

Among the first feedbacks and requirements of new users
were the ability to describe ontologymetadatawith additional
fields that what BioPortal originally provided. For instance,
the RDAWheat Data Interoperability (WDI) working group
(http://ist.blogs.inra.fr/wdi) recommendations [24] pointed
to AgroPortal to find standard wheat-related ontologies, but
they needed licensing and access rights information to be
more explicit and consistent. The group also required that
the endorsement of the WDI for certain ontologies shall be
made explicit on AgroPortal, in order to encourage the reuse
of some specific ontologies. The LovInra initiative (http://lo
vinra.inra.fr) at the French National Institute for Agricultural
Research (INRA) adopted AgroPortal to publish vocabular-
ies produced or co-produced by INRA scientists and foster
their reuse beyond the original researchers. They needed to
classify knowledge artifacts by types, formats, syntax, and
formality.

Besides the “simple addition” of newmetadata fields to the
original model, the needs expressed by the early AgroPortal
adopters were also related to the relations between ontolo-
gies and how would the repository help figuring out which
ontologies to use. We may cite two concrete examples:

• Several ontologies are developed in parallel to capture
wheat (or soy) phenotypes.4 It became important for Agro-
Portal to capture the maximum information about the

4 The Wheat Phenotype ontology [69] and IBP Wheat Trait Ontol-
ogy developed within the Crop Ontology project [70]. Similarly, the
Soy Ontology developed by the curator of the SoyBase database
(www.soybase.org) and Soybean ontology also developed in the Crop
Ontology project.
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ontologies to make explicit to the community which ontol-
ogy to use depending on their situation. New information
such as the organization endorsing or supporting an ontol-
ogy or the relation between the ontologies are useful
metadata in that case.

• Ontologies are never developed isolated. Sometimes cap-
turing the relations between the ontologies is quite cumber-
some. For instance, the Planteome project [25] develops
reference ontologies for plants such as the Plant Ontol-
ogy and Plant Trait Ontology. The latter is connected
to the specific crop trait ontologies developed within the
Crop Ontology project [26]. In addition, they all use Gene
Ontology [27] and Phenotype And Trait Ontology [28] to
annotate gene products and qualify their phenotypes.

We will show throughout the paper how our new ontology
metadata model and realization within AgroPortal help to
answer these needs.

3 RelatedWork in OntologyMetadata
Description

Metadata is generally described as the data about the data.
The topic of ontology or vocabulary metadata is a subset of
metadata research in general [4, 29]. In Sect. 4.1, we list
metadata vocabularies reviewed from the literature; in the
following, we only focus on general papers and references
on the subject.

According to Obrst et al. [30], a metadata vocabu-
lary must include a wider range of metadata features. For
instance, metadata from a development perspective consists
of information such as competency questions, ontological
commitments, and design decisions;metadata froman imple-
mentation perspective consists of information for reasoning
support, languages, rules, conformance to external standards
and so forth. Properly defined ontology metadata has been
a motivation of several applications of ontologies such as
design of ontology repositories and libraries [12, 16, 31–33],
ontology selection [34] automatic production of documenta-
tion [35], ontology sharing [36].

Capturing the metadata about “electronic objects” has
been the original motivation of the DCMI [37] and mul-
tiple standardization bodies.5 The Dublin Core (DC) and
DCMI Metadata Terms (DCT) are the results of these initia-
tives. Today, semantically rich metadata is identified as one
of requirements to produce FAIR data [5] and it becomes
the core mission of research projects such as the Center for
Expanded Data Annotation and Retrieval [38] which tackles

5 ISO: http://www.niso.org/schemas/iso25964/ or ISO/IEC: http://met
adata-standards.org/11179/#A3 or ISO/IEC 19763-3:2010.

the challenge of authoring and predicting biomedical datasets
metadata.

An important effort has been made in the recent years to
define vocabularies for datasets. The Semantic Web Health
Care and Life Sciences (HCLS) working group of the W3C
have produced a community profile which reviews many of
them and proposes a set of recommendations when describ-
ing datasets [39]. The FAIRsharing.org action also builds
a database of “data and metadata standards, inter-related
to databases and data policies” [40] to which AgroPor-
tal’s content is now automatically pushed. More recently,
the BioSchemas initiative (http://bioschemas.org) has also
started a community effort to extend Schema.org with meta-
data properties that would be relevant for life sciences data.
Although we do believe ontologies can somehow be seen as
“datasets”—often the closest objects in vocabularies—they
have some particularities that require more specific metadata
vocabularies as we will see Sect. 5.2.

Ontologies are some kind of knowledge artifacts [41]
or knowledge organization systems [42]. Efforts have been
made to develop metadata vocabularies or application pro-
files adapted to such systems, for example, the Networked
Knowledge Organization Systems (NKOS) working group
[43] or the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary working group
[44] which results will be further commented later. The Open
OntologyRepository Initiative [32]was a collaborative effort
to develop a federated infrastructure of ontology reposito-
ries and was also interested in the subject. In 2016, a survey
was made to the wide ontology developer community with
the goal to capture the Minimum Information for Reporting
of an Ontology and lead to guidelines, recently published
[6], on what should be reported about an ontology and its
development, in the context of ontology description papers.
Although, the intention is slightly different fromourwork,we
believe most information that can be expressed in a scientific
article presenting an ontology—including narrative sections
such as motivation, knowledge acquisition or change man-
agement—can also be captured as appropriate metadata in
the ontology itself; we have included in our ontology meta-
data model some properties to do so. Recently, a new task
group (partially lead by the authors) on “ontology-metadata”
has been attached to the Research Data Alliance Vocabulary
and Semantic Services Interest Group.

Finally, theworkonontologymetadata is closely related to
the one on ontology libraries and repositories. Indeed, with
the growing number of ontologies, ontology libraries and
repositories have been of interest in the semantic web com-
munity. Ding and Fensel [45] presented in 2001 a review
of ontology libraries that introduced the notion of “library.”
ThenHartmann et al. [46] introduced the concept of ontology
repository, with advanced features such as search, metadata
management, visualization, personalization, and mappings.
Most ontology libraries are always capturing some metadata
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as described Sect. 4.3. D’Aquin and Noy [47] provided the
latest review of ontology libraries in 2012. Naskar and Dutta
[8] reviews how some ontology libraries use ontology meta-
data vocabularies.

4 Analysis of Current OntologyMetadata
Practices

This analysis was made following three approaches: (1) we
have reviewed the most standard and relevant metadata
vocabularies available (23 totals) to select properties to
describe ontologies; (2) we have reviewed how are these
vocabularies used within 805 selected ontologies from
known ontology libraries; (3) we have studied some of the
most common ontology repositories available in the seman-
tic web community to capture how they are dealing with
ontology metadata and to which extent they rely on standard
vocabularies.

4.1 Analysis of Existing Metadata Vocabularies
to Describe Ontologies or Other General
Resources

In the following, we describe the vocabularies that to some
extent have been proposed to describe metadata about
ontologies. It includes first of all the W3C Recommen-
dations available to describe semantic resources: Resource
Description Framework Schema (RDFS), Web Ontology
Language (OWL) and Simple Knowledge Organization Sys-
tem (SKOS). Then the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary
(OMV) [44] produced in the context of several EU projects
and published in 2005. OMV (v.2.4.1) consists of 15 classes,
33 object properties, and 29 data properties. Unfortunately,
the initiative stopped in 2007. Under the latest OMV ver-
sion (2.4.1), two physically separated modules are proposed:
OMV Core (provide the relevant metadata to support the
ontology reuse settings) and OMV Extensions (to allow
ontology developers and users to specify task- or application-
specific ontology-related information). One limitation of
OMV was not to be aligned to (or reuse) standard vocabu-
laries at that time. This limitation has been recently partially
addressed by a work published end of 2015: theMetadata for
Ontology Description (now referred as MOD1.0) [7] which
is similar to OMV (without using it). It has been designed
as an ontology consisting of 15 classes (mod:Ontology+10
others+4 from FOAF), 18 object properties and 33 data
properties among 7 of them were not included in OMV.
For naming the metadata elements, it has reused existing
properties from SKOS, FOAF, DC and DCT. Despite of the
seven new properties, MOD1.0 still misses numerous rele-
vant properties as we will see later. In Sect. 7.1, we describe

our new join work on MOD1.2 [48] done consequently to
the work presented here.

In 2005, the quite simple but relevantVocabulary for anno-
tating vocabulary descriptions (VANN) was made available
and quite used since then. In 2009, the Descriptive Ontol-
ogy of Ontology Relations (DOOR) [49] has been published
but never really used outside of the NeON project. It was a
very formal vocabulary that described precisely and in a log-
ical manner 32 relations between ontologies organized in a
formal hierarchy. DOOR did incorporate the ontologies rela-
tions offered by OWL. More recently, the Vocabulary of a
Friend (VOAF) [50] was created to “describe vocabularies
(RDFS vocabularies or OWL ontologies) used in the Linked
Data Cloud. In particular, it provides properties expressing
the different ways such vocabularies can rely on, extend,
specify, annotate or otherwise link to each other. It relies
itself on DC and VOID.” Although VOAF was developed
to capture relations between ontologies, it makes no use or
reference to OWL or DOOR (with which it captures similar
properties). In 2014, the NKOS working group of the Dublin
Core proposed the NKOS Application Profile (http://nkos.sli
s.kent.edu/nkos-ap.html) which introduces 6 new properties
and reused 22 properties from other vocabularies. [51] pub-
lished a study made a few years ago to identify the relevant
terminologymetadata models that could form the foundation
for a standard ontology profile for use by the NCI (National
Cancer Institute), NCBO (National Center for Biomedical
Ontology), and NCRI (National Cancer Research Institute,
UK) community. This community effort on identifying the
useless or ambiguous element from OMV proposed a few
small changes but went no further.6

Ontologies share some characteristics with web datasets
or data catalogs. Indeed, in the semantic web vision, ontolo-
gies are themselves sets of RDF triplets. We thus argue
that some properties that have been defined to describe
web datasets are relevant to ontologies also. Among the
recent work to describe “datasets,” there are: the Vocab-
ulary of Interlinked Datasets (VOID) [52], a W3C Note
proposed in 2011 which can be used “to express general
metadata based on DC, access metadata, structural metadata,
and links between datasets.” VOID allows to describe two
main objects void:Dataset and void:Linkset which are sets of
links between datasets. The vocabulary also includes URIs
for license or serialization formats. Identifiers.org (IDOT)
[53] is a small vocabulary intended to “referencing of data
for the scientific community, with a current focus on the
Life Sciences domain.” It was developed by the European
Bioinformatics Institute to specify, among other things, URI

6 Some elements are removed (e.g., omv:hasPriorVersion), some ele-
ment are renamed (e.g., name to fullName, acronym to shortName),
some class definitions are modified and two new elements namely, cer-
tifiedBy, mandatedBy, are added into the revised set.
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patterns. TheDataCatalog Vocabulary (DCAT), which is the
most recent W3C Recommendation for metadata (and uses
DCT) and its profile, Asset Description Metadata Schema
(ADMS), used to describe semantic assets (datamodels, code
lists, taxonomies, dictionaries, vocabularies) created by the
EU’s Interoperability Solutions for European Public Admin-
istrations (ISA). Finally, Schema.org has been proposed and
adopted in 2011 by Google, Bing and Yahoo! and do include
a dataset class.

To describe other kinds of resources, one will find the fol-
lowing vocabularies: Friend of a Friend Vocabulary (FOAF)
or Description of a Project (DOAP) to describe documents
and projects. The Creative Commons Rights Expression
Language (CC) for licensed work. SPARQL 1.1 Service
Description (SD) for describing SPARQLendpoints.And the
Provenance Ontology (PROV) and Provenance, Authoring
and Versioning (PAV) for describing provenance (PAV spe-
cializes terms from PROV and DCT). Finally, theOboInOwl
specification [54] converts OBO ontology header properties
to OWL. This is not a standard but some of these properties
are handled by the OBO Edit ontology editor and therefore
often used.

Other vocabularies recently published or under devel-
opment, from which we have not selected any properties
in our ontology repository metadata model include Exten-
sion to the VOID [55], which is an extension of VOID
mainly for partitions and statistical descriptions. Citation
Typing Ontology (CiTO) describes citations between enti-
ties (one property only is actually relevant for us). The
Protocol for Web Description Resources (POWDER) pro-
vides a mechanism to describe and discover web resources.
The DDI-RDF Discovery Vocabulary (DISCO) which is
a vocabulary to describe studies. The Information Artifact
Ontology (IAO) [56], which was defined for representation
of types of information content entities such as documents,
databases, and digital images. The Semanticscience Inte-
grated Ontology (SIO) [57] which describes many different
types of informational entities and relations between them.
[58] have proposed a metadata vocabulary for the Lemon
model [59] called LInguistic Metadata (LIME) for describ-
ing linguistic resources and linguistically enriched datasets.
Finally, wemust alsomention the document ISO/IEC 19763-
3 (Metamodel framework for interoperability (MFI)—Part 3:
metamodel for ontology registration) which latest version is
from 2010 and is not public.

Table 1 summarizes and compares these vocabularies.
This review of existing metadata vocabularies (and our work
presented in Sect. 5.2) clearly shows no existing vocabu-
laries really cover enough aspects of ontologies to be used
solely and despite a few exceptions, metadata vocabularies
do not rely on one another. Plus, there is a strong overlap in
all the vocabularies studied which redefine things that have
already been described several times before (such as dates for

which 25 properties are available). When dealing with har-
monizedmetadata in the context of, for instance, an ontology
repository, there exists an obvious technical and seman-
tics challenge: being able to process ontologies that could
have been described with one or several of those metadata
vocabularies. Plus, many of the vocabularies do not sup-
port dereferenceabilitymaking impossible for themachine to
automatically access the semantic description of the proper-
ties (e.g., domain, range) defined within the vocabulary. The
fact of having multiple vocabularies for describing ontolo-
gies (or any other thing) should not be an issue: redundancies
on one side enables specificity on the other side. However,
in the semantic web vision, we would expect vocabularies to
match and rely on one another more. To address our need of
properly defining ontologies in an ontology repository, this
review gave us a list of candidate metadata properties. In
Sect. 5, we will present how we have built a list of properties
for AgroPortal’s new metadata model based on the studied
vocabularies. In Sect. 7.1, we will discuss the need for meta-
data authoring guidelines and for harmonization of existing
metadata vocabularies beyond the AgroPortal project.

4.2 Analysis of Current Use of OntologyMetadata
Vocabularies

To get a sense of the quantity and origin of existing meta-
data vocabularies actually used by ontology developers, we
downloaded and semi-automatically analyzed 1107 OWL
ontologies taken from different sources: 594 from NCBO
BioPortal, 53 from AgroPortal, 260 from MMI Ontology
Registry and Repository, 97 from the OBO Foundry, 82
from DERI Vocabularies, and 21 from ProtégéWiki.7 Once
ontology duplicates removed—by matching name or base
URIs—we obtained a corpus of 805 ontologies. Because of
the sources of the ontologies, this corpus is slightly influ-
enced by certain domains (biomedicine, biology, agronomy,
environment); although it might bias the results, we are still
confident they are quite representative, especially in these
domains. We provide here the result of the analyzed ontolo-
gies.

We found128ontologies (16%)without any description or
annotation. For rest of the 677 ontologies (84%), the number
of properties used in describing the ontologies is ranging
from 1 to 32. For instance, out of the 53 ontologies retrieved
from AgroPortal, there are two ontologies having only one
metadata. Overall, there are 354 ontologies (44%) for which
ten or more properties (and maximum 32) are observed. For
rest of the 323 ontologies (40%), the number of metadata per
ontology is below 10.

7 It is important to understand that we have looked at the metadata in
the original ontology file, not the metadata captured by BioPortal or
AgroPortal in their internal model.
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Table 1 Comparison of reviewed metadata vocabularies

Prefix Name Year (version) Rely on other
vocabularies

D R Comments

adms Asset Description Metadata
Schema

2013 dc, dcat, foaf,
schema+vCard

Y N Profile of DCAT. Created by EU’s ISA
body to help standards publishers

cc Creative Commons Rights
Expression Language

2008 Y Used to describe copyright licenses in
RDF

dc Dublin Core Elements 2012 – Y R The “original” Dublin Core set of 15
classic metadata terms

dcat Data Catalog Vocabulary 2014 dc, foaf, vcard Y R W3C Recommendation for data catalog

dct DCMI Metadata Terms 2012 – Y R An up-to-date specification of all
metadata terms maintained by the DCMI

doap Description of a Project 2012 foaf Y Vocabulary to describe software projects

door Descriptive Ontology of
Ontology Relations

2009 – N Very formal ontology relation ontology

foaf Friend of a Friend
Vocabulary

2014 (v0.99) – Y N Linking people and information on the
Web. Used as a reference by multiple
vocabularies

idot Identifiers.org 2018 – Y Provides stable and perennial identifiers
for data records used in the Life
Sciences

mod Metadata for Ontology
Description & Publication
1.0

2017 (v1.2) owl, rdfs, dct, foaf,
skos, omv, vann,
pav, prov, sd, doap

N Ontology designed specially to describe
ontologies, extension of OMV mainly,
but relies on many other metadata
vocabularies. Work inspired by our work
on AgroPortal

nkos Networked Knowledge
Organization Systems
Application Profile

2015 (v0.2) dc, adms, dcat,
prov+ frbrer, frsad,
wdrs

Y NKOS is a Dublin Core Application
Profile for describing knowledge
organization systems

oboInOwl OboInOwl Mappings 2011 (v1.2) – N A namespace created when transforming
OBO ontologies to OWL

omv Ontology Metadata
Vocabulary

2009 (v2.4.1) – N Ontology especially created to describe
ontologies. Partially adopted by
ontology libraries

owl OWL 2 Web Ontology
Language

2012 (v2) – Y R W3C Recommendation to create
ontologies. Offer a few properties to
describe them also

pav Provenance, Authoring and
Versioning

2015 (v 2.3.1) dc, prov Y Lightweight ontology specializing prov to
describe provenance

prov Provenance Ontology 2013 – Y R W3C Recommendation for describing
provenance metadata

rdfs RDF Schema 2014 (v1.1) – Y R W3C Recommendation for describing any
RDF resource

schema Schema.org 2017 (v3.3) – Y Google, Yahoo!, Bing agreed metadata
standard for Web objects

sd SPARQL 1.1 Service
Description

2013 – Y R W3C Recommendation for describing
SPARQL services

skos Simple Knowledge
Organization System

2009 – Y R W3C Recommendation for describing
thesauri, terminologies, vocabularies

vann Vocabulary for annotating
vocabulary descriptions

2005 – Y Lightweight vocabulary for annotating
descriptions of vocabularies

voaf Vocabulary of a Friend 2013 (v2.3) dc, void Y Vocabulary to describe vocabularies and
their relations

void Vocabulary of Interlinked
Datasets

2011 dc, foaf Y N Widely adopted vocabulary to describe
datasets and their relations

D column states if property URIs are dereferenceable (Y or N); R column states if it is a W3C or Dublin Core Recommendation (R), note (N), or
none of the two (blank)
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We have also observed in total 30 metadata vocabularies
that are being used to describe the ontologies. The 19 most
frequently used ones are exemplified in Table 2. Notice that
among these, around 1/3 of them are W3C or Dublin Core
recommended vocabularies. The rest of vocabularies forms
the long tail of the curve of the used metadata vocabularies
with a couple of uses ormostly only one. They include recom-
mended standards (e.g., Schema.org), community standards
(e.g., CITO, ADMS, DOAP) or very specific vocabularies
(e.g., PRISM, EFO, IRON). Some other findings of this study
are:

• Most of all these 30 vocabularies are general in purpose.
Some metadata vocabularies, which were specially pro-
posed with the purpose of annotating/describing ontolo-
gies (e.g., VOID, VOAF, DOOR), are mostly absent or
barely used, with the exception of OMV which is not sur-
prisingly among the most used vocabulary.

• However, the presence of OMV—and omvmmi comple-
ment to OMV—is mostly explained by the important
number of ontologies taken from the MMI Ontology Reg-
istry and Repository that has adopted and enforced OMV
in the ontologies hosted on their repository. In a previ-
ous similar study on 222 ontologies [48], which does not
include MMI ontologies but included 61 ontologies ran-
domly selected via Google, OMV was completely absent.
This clearly illustrates the impact of harmonized com-
munity practices (or repository enforcement) on ontology
metadata.

• Two vocabularies among the most used (oboInOwl
and protege) are present because they are automat-
ically included in ontologies by ontology develop-
ment software.8 Similarly, from Table 2 we can see
that rdfs:comment, owl:versionInfo and owl:imports are
among the most frequently used metadata elements. We
think the reason for their frequent use is because of their
ready availability in the ontology editors. For instance,
a selected set of metadata elements from rdfs and owl
are made readily available in Protégé annotation tab. We
may assume most ontology developers find it handy when
annotation properties are readily available in the ontology
editor’s annotation tab, rather than referring a vocabulary
available on the Web but not in the editor. The case of
owl:imports is slightly different. It is required for func-
tional reasons to import ontologies.

8 The oboInOwl namespace is used by the OBO2OWL converter when
converting Open Biomedical Ontology format to OWL. The high fre-
quency of this vocabulary is explained because half of our ontologies
were selected from the NCBO BioPortal that contains many ontologies
originally developed in OBO (often with the OBOEdit software). The
protege name space was used in previous (~v3) of Protégé mostly to
customize the user interface when displaying the ontology. It was not
to describe the ontology.

• Multiple properties express the same information. For
instance, in providing the name of the ontology, some
have used dc:title while some other have used dct:title.
Similarly, some people have used dct:license to provide
the licensing information, while some others have used
cc:license.

• There is a confusion between the use of DC and DCT as
the latter includes and refines the 15 primary properties
from the former. Some developers prefer to refer DC and
some prefer DC Terms for the similar element. The reason
could be the unavailability of a precise guideline on how
and when to use the DC core and DCT elements. In the
context of semanticweb applications, althoughusingDC is
not incorrect,DCMI recommends usingDCT that provides
domain and range information for properties.9

• Some metadata elements are used in an improper way.
For instance, skos:definition shall only be used to supply a
complete explanation of the intendedmeaning of a (SKOS)
concept as the other SKOS “documentation properties”
and is not supposed to be used to described ontologies
(unless an ontology is considered a concept).

• Generic properties such as rdfs:comment or dc:date are
used instead of more specific ones such as respectively
dc:description or dc:created/modified.

• The study also revealed 12 custom properties used
to describe metadata (not reported in Table 2)
declared in the main namespace of the ontology, e.g.,
primary_author_and_curator, wasRevisionOf, contribut-
ing_author. This may illustrate a not so good practice
which consists in creating a new local property when in
need.

We previously conducted a similar smaller study [48] and
came to similar outcomes. Another one was conducted by
Tejo-Alonso et al. [35]: Their study consisted of total 23
RDFS/OWL metadata vocabularies (the “most popular from
prefix.cc”): They were especially interested in howmuch the
metadata vocabularies are themselves described with proper
metadata properties. The authors arrived at similar conclu-
sions than us with our larger study: (1) rdfs/owl popularity;
(2) dc/dct confusion; (3) frequency of auto-generated prop-
erties; (4) generic property over specific ones; (5) different
properties for similar information.

Concerning the description of knowledge resources with
metadata, we also like to mention an exceptional example
found in the context of the AgroPortal project: Agrovoc,
which is the reference multilingual thesaurus in agriculture
developed by FAO, is explicitly and extensively defined by a
so-called “VOID profile”10 which lives aside from the main

9 http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/FAQ/DC_and_DCTERMS_N
amespaces.
10 http://aims.fao.org/aos/agrovoc/void.ttl.
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Table 2 Most frequent used
vocabularies over a corpus of
805 ontologies

Prefix Number Properties used (number of times)

omv 2169 acronym (251), creationDate (251), description (251), hasCreator
(251), name (251), uri (251), usedontologyengineeringtool (157),
version (148), keywords (126), hasContributor (109), documentation
(74), reference (49)

omvmmi 1697 creditRequired (251), origMaintainerCode (251), hasContentCreator
(193), hasResourceType (186), shortNameuri (151),
temporarymmirole (108), origvocManager (107), contactRole (106),
contact (99), origvocuri (60), origvocDocumentationuri (40),
creditCitation (38), origvocDescriptiveName (36),
origvocSyntaxFormat (30), origvocKeywords (23), origvocVersionid
(16), origvocLastModified (1)

dc 1599 creator (456), description (309), date (307), contributor (183), source
(77), title (102), subject (47), format (31), license (28), publisher
(21), rights (17), language (8), identifier (6), modified (3), coverage
(2), issued (1), type (1)

dct 652 modified (86), title (85), created (84), partOf (81), status (81), type
(81), description (62), publisher (60), creator (9), license (6), issued
(3), subject (2), contributor (3), isreferencedby (3), identifier (1),
isrequiredby (1), language (1), date (1), source (1), format (1)

owl 498 versionInfo (183), imports (210), versionIRI (74), priorVersion (22),
ontology (4), incompatibleWith (3), backwardCompatibleWith (1),
deprecated (1)

oboInOwl 283 default-namespace (54), hasOboFormatVersion (53), savedBy (49),
date (47), auto-generated-by (40), namespaceIdRule (7),
treat-xrefs-as-equivalent (5), hassubset (4), remark (4),
treat-xrefs-as-is_a (4), treat-xrefs-as-genus-differentia (3),
format-version (2), pairwise-disjoint (2), treat-xrefs-as-has-subclass
(2), treat-xrefs-as-reverse-genus-differentia (2), comment (1),
data-version (1), default-relationship-id-prefix (1), next-id (1),
property-value (1)

rdfs 265 comment (174), label (68), seeAlso (16), isDefinedBy (7)

vann 166 preferredNamespacePrefix (83), preferredNamespaceUri (83)

foaf 102 homepage (91), mbox (6), page (4), isPrimaryTopicOf (2)

obo 33 iao_0000116 (10), idspace (4), date (3), default-relationship-id-prefix
(3), format-version (2), remark (2), comment (1), iao_0000117 (1),
iao_0000412 (1), definition (1), editorialNote (1), historyNote (1),
imports (1), is_metadata_tag (1), license (1)

skos 19 altLabel (6), prefLabel (6), definition (5), changeNote (1)

protégé 19 defaultLanguage (19)

nemo_annot 10 created_date (2), curator (2), modified_date (2), pref_label (2),
synonym (2)

vaem 9 dateCreated (1), hasAspectsCope (1), hasCatalogEntry (1),
hasDisciplineScope (1), hasDomainScope (1), hasRole (1),
lastUpdated (1), revisionNumber (1), usesNonImportedResource (1)

cc 4 license (4)

dcat 3 landingPage (2), downloadURL (1)

asthma 2 creator (1), defaultLanguage (1)

pav 2 version (2)

void 2 dataBrowse (1), dataDump (1)

For namespaces either see Table 1 or in some cases on https://prefix.cc
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thesaurus file and uses 7 metadata vocabularies to describe
Agrovoc with RDF statements.

This review helped us to decide which vocabulary and/or
property shall be “prioritized” when selecting properties for
our unique model in an ontology repository. The final step
was then to look at how other ontology libraries were dealing
with metadata.

4.3 Analysis of Metadata RepresentationWithin
Ontology Libraries

Wehave studied some of themost commonontology libraries
and repositories available in the semantic web community,
and especially the NCBOBioPortal, to analyze: (1) how they
are dealing with ontology metadata; (2) to which extent they
rely on previously analyzed metadata vocabularies. We have
only been interested in the metadata that are “nonspecific”
to the repository, i.e., specific fields required for implemen-
tation purposes were ignored.

We consider under the term libraries any kind of web tool
(repository, registry or portal) that somehow focus on ontolo-
gies and/or vocabularies [45]. In particular,wehave explicitly
reviewed:

1. Repository or portals including the NCBO BioPortal
[12], Ontobee [60], EBI Ontology Lookup Service [10],
MMI Ontology Registry and Repository [11], the ESIP
portal (basedonNCBOtechnology), andAberOWL[61];

2. Registries or catalogs including the OKFN Linked Open
Vocabularies [9],OBOFoundry [16],WebProtégé (http://
webprotege.stanford.edu), Agrisemantics Map of Data
Standards (http://vest.agrisemantics.org) [62], FAIR-
Sharing (https://fairsharing.org) [40];

3. Web indexes such as Watson [63], Swoogle [1] (or
Sindice.com, not reviewed because not accessible any-
more).

We have reviewed the metadata properties used by all these
libraries and considered them for our listing to be imple-
mented in our portal. As later explained, we have used
BioPortal as baseline. Each of the reviewed libraries uses,
to some extent, some metadata fields but do not always use
standard metadata vocabularies:

• NCBO BioPortal repository [12] uses 66 metadata prop-
erties that serves as the basis for our listing.11 These
properties are defined in an in-house vocabulary (here
called BioPortal Metadata and identified with the names-
pace bpm) that is not formally described outside of

11 http://data.bioontology.org/documentation#OntologySubmission
and #Ontology.

BioPortal but because of the portal adoption of JSON-
LD, can be formally used.12 For 10 properties, BioPortal
reuses OMV names but redefines them in its own names-
pace (e.g., bpm:omvacronym). Other than the 10 OMV
property names, BioPortal does not use any other meta-
data vocabulary. Over the 66 properties used by BioPortal,
we have classified 46 (36 locally defined +10 from OMV)
as nonspecific to the portal. BioPortal user interface (and
web services) allows to edit most of the properties and
some of them are automatically generated (e.g., metrics).
Because they originally use the same source code, the sit-
uation is the same for ESIP portal and AgroPortal before
our work.

• MMI Open Ontology Repository, which was originally
also based on BioPortal code, did later embrace OMV
more and added a few other metadata properties (omvmmi
extension). The repository administrators do edit the ontol-
ogy metadata of the files hosted on the portal to harmonize
them.

• Linked Open Vocabulary registry [9] explicitly uses VOID
and VOAF; the latter was actually created for this purpose.
The LOV is a very good example of good use of har-
monized metadata that has inspired us a lot. More than
600 vocabularies (as of May 2017) are described with
commonmetadata fields facilitatingmanual and automatic
search. In addition, LOV is not limited to VOAF and rec-
ommends the use of other standard vocabularies.13 It is
important to note that the metadata is either entered by the
developer submitting the vocabulary then curated by the
registry administrators. Some are also automatically gen-
erated and, in both cases, LOV always relies on standard
vocabularies to store the information.

• OBO Foundry [16] refers metadata from around 20
vocabularies including DC, FOAF, IDOT, VOID, DOAP,
DISCO, etc.14 The OBO Foundry community effort is
important, and they encourage the ontology developers to
edit the metadata, aside from the main ontology file, in
a specific document (in MD or YAML format) hosted on
GitHub aside of the ontology files and parsed by the OBO
Foundry application to display ontology descriptions.15

OBO Foundry administrators manually curate/edit ontol-
ogy metadata in complement of ontology developers.

• Ontobee [60] offers a few (6–7) common metadata (e.g.,
IRI, home, contact) and then display any other metadata

12 Originally, the NCBO developed the BioPortal Metadata Ontol-
ogy (http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/BP-METADATA) which
imports OMV. But the current implementation is not completely in
sync with this vocabulary anymore.
13 http://lov.okfn.org/Recommendations_Vocabulary_Design.pdf.
14 http://obofoundry.github.io/registry/context.jsonld.
15 For instance: https://github.com/OBOFoundry/OBOFoundry.githu
b.io/blob/master/ontology/envo.md.
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properties originally included in the ontology as “annota-
tion properties.” The portal also counts a few metrics.

• Similarly, AberOWL [61] and OLS [10], have a few com-
mon properties and then display the rest (included in the
ontology file) as annotation properties. By comparison to
OBO Foundry, the common properties are not described
with standard vocabularies.

For a recent review of ontology libraries and their metadata,
the reader might refer to [8], briefly summarized in [7]. In
these papers, authors showed that ontology metadata vocab-
ularies are rarely used by ontology libraries: 416 ontology
libraries over the 13 studied have partially used the OMV.

5 Building a List of Properties to Describe
Ontologies

5.1 Method to Select Properties from Existing
Vocabularies

Enlightened by the analysis presented in the previous section,
we have accomplished a systematic review (as method-
ologically described by [64]) of the vocabularies previously
identified with the following research question in mind:
Which existing properties could be used to describe ontolo-
gies? The previously listed vocabularies have been identified
from: (1) the semantic web literature; (2) investigating ontol-
ogy libraries; (3) related similar studies such as the one
for dataset by the HCLS working group. Vocabularies were
selected based on their degree of standardization, relevance
for ontologies and current usage by ontology developers. The
final list of the 23 reviewed vocabularies and the numbers of
property reused are available in Table 3, plus the NCBOBio-
Portal metadata model that we used as baseline and listed as
a vocabulary with the prefix “bpm.”

Wenowdescribe selection criteria for properties to be used
by our ontology portal. The goal of this list was to delimit
the set of properties that our ontology repositorywill “parse,”
i.e., the ones that will be automatically recognized and used
to populate the unified ontology metadata model. Indeed,
our motivation was to improve metadata management within
AgroPortal, a portal based on the NCBO technology. For
other important reasons in the AgroPortal project (mainte-
nance, collaboration, support, interoperability), keeping our
ontology repository backward compatible with NCBO was
mandatory. Therefore, each time a property was already cap-
tured by the BioPortal model, we would add it to the list and
not change it to another property that the analysis Sect. 4
would have shown more relevant. The criteria for inclusion
were the following, considered by order of importance:

16 The study reported 3 only, but the case of MMI was a mistake.

1. Relevance for describing an ontology—the property may
have a sense if used to describe an ontology.

2. Being not “specific” to a library—even if the ontology
library helps to populate or predict the property, the prop-
erty would capture an information that belongs to the
ontology. For instance, properties such as credentials on
the portal or maintenance information, or local parsing
status are considered “specific.”

3. Semantic consistency—there must not be any conflict
(e.g., disjoint classes) if someone would describe an
ontology with all the listed properties. For instance,
an ontology may be an instance of omv:Ontology,
void:Dataset and cc:Work at the same time.

4. Being a W3C or Dublin Core Recommendations.
5. The frequency of use in the study presented in Sect. 4.2.
6. Priority to vocabularies specific for ontologies rather than

to the ones specialized for more general object (cc:Work,
dcat:DataSet, sd:Service, etc.).

Although we agree dereferenceability is an important crite-
rion for a vocabulary,wehave not excluded properties that are
not dereferenceable, even it means a machine would hardly
understand the semantics of the property. We will mention
this as a requirement for a future ontology metadata vocab-
ulary in Sect. 7.1.

5.2 Properties Selected from ExistingMetadata
Vocabularies

For each of these vocabularies, we have selected the sig-
nificant properties to describe objects that an ontology
could be considered a certain type of, e.g., a dataset, an
asset, a project or a document. For instance, an ontology
may be seen as a prov:Entity object and then the property
prov:wasGeneratedBymay thenbeused todescribe its prove-
nance. We illustrate with examples as often as possible.

The first things to look at are the properties avail-
able in the W3C standard vocabularies, such as RDFS,
OWL, and SKOS. Indeed, they include some annotation
properties that we can use to describe ontologies if we
consider them instances of rdfs:Resource, owl:Ontology or
skos:conceptScheme.

rdfs:label, rdfs:seeAlso, rdfs:comment, owl:versionInfo,
owl:versionIRI, owl:imports, owl:priorVersion,
owl:backwardCompatibleWith, owl:incompatibleWith,
owl:deprecated, skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel,
skos:hiddenLabel, skos:hasTopConcept, skos:notation

SKOS label properties canbeused to denote the alternative
or non-conventional names of an ontology. For instance, the
Phenotype And Trait Ontology is also known as “PATO,”
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Table 3 Vocabularies studied in
this review+BioPortal Prefix Namespace Resource #T #S #U

adms http://www.w3.org/ns/adms# adms:Asset 13 11 0

cc http://creativecommons.org/ns# cc:Work 5 5 2

dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ NA 15 15 0

dcat http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat# dcat:Dataset 5 4 0

dct http://purl.org/dc/terms/ dcmi:Dataset,
dcmi:Collection

55 38 13

doap http://usefulinc.com/ns/doap# doap:Project 25 18 3

door http://kannel.open.ac.uk/ontology# owl:Ontology 32 11 6

foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ foaf:Document 11 10 4

idot http://identifiers.org/idot/ dct:Dataset 9 6 1

mod http://www.isibang.ac.in/ns/mod# mod:Ontology 27 26 1

nkos http://w3id.org/nkos# rdfs:Resource 6 4 0

oboInOwl http://www.geneontology.org/form
ats/oboInOwl#

owl:Ontology 13 9 0

omv http://omv.ontoware.org/2005/05/o
ntology#

omv:Ontology 37 37 35

owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# owl:Ontology 11 7 2

pav http://purl.org/pav/ prov:Entity 30 16 2

prov http://www.w3.org/ns/prov# prov:Entity 22 10 2

rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-sc
hema#

rdfs:Resource 7 3 0

schema http://schema.org/ schema:Dataset 90 41 7

sd http://www.w3.org/ns/sparql-servi
ce-description#

sd:Service 13 1 1

skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/c
ore#

skos:conceptScheme 14 5 1

vann http://purl.org/vocab/vann/ rdfs:Resource 6 5 3

voaf http://purl.org/vocommons/voaf# voaf:Vocabulary 16 12 5

void http://rdfs.org/ns/void# void:Dataset 24 16 5

bpm http://data.bioontology.org/metadat
a

bpm:Ontology
bpm:OntologySubmission

36 36 34

Total 522 346 127

Column #T is the total number of properties provided by the vocabulary for column Resource type (or
rdfs:Resource). Column #S is the number of properties selected in the list from this vocabulary (only vocab-
ularies within the same namespace). Column #U is the number of properties used as default property in the
implementation of the new ontology repository model. For instance, for foaf:Document, we have reviewed a
total of 11 properties and considered 10 of them were relevant to describe ontologies and are now parsed by
AgroPortal, but only 4 have been explicitly used as “default” property in the new model

“Phenotypic Quality Ontology,” or “Ontology of phenotypic
qualities.”

Then the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative standards are
available. Dublin Core does not always specify the domain
of its properties. We have assumed that all of them accept
rdfs:Resource as domain. We have included the 15 DC prop-
erties and 38 DCT properties that are relevant for describing
ontologies (only DCT is listed hereafter):

dct:title, dct:accessRights, dct:isPartOf, dct:hasVersion,
dct:bibliographicCitation, dct:language, dct:dateSubmitted,
dct:description, dct:created, dct:date, dct:issued,
dct:rightsHolder, dct:modified, dct:conformsTo,
dct:contributor, dct:creator, dct:subject, dct:rights, dct:license,
dct:format, dct:type, dct:requires, dct:isVersionOf, dct:relation,
dct:coverage, dct:publisher, dct:identifier, dct:source,
dct:abstract, dct:alternative, dct:hasPart, dct:isFormatOf,
dct:hasFormat, dct:audience, dct:valid, dct:accrualMethod,
dct:accrualPeriodicity, dct:accrualPolicy

DCT’s accrual properties can be used for instance to
describe the process by which an ontology is updated and
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new concepts are added or removed. This has been estab-
lished as an important aspect by the Minimum Information
for Reporting of an Ontology guidelines.

Among the vocabularies available for ontologies we have
taken all the properties from OMV and MOD17 considering
an ontology an instance of omv:Ontology andmod:Ontology.
We only list the ones in OMV namespace (when they are
named the same in MOD):

omv:acronym, omv:name, omv:hasOntologyLanguage,
omv:reference, omv:URI, omv:naturalLanguage, omv:documentation,
omv:version, omv:creationDate, omv:description, omv:status,
omv:resourceLocator, omv:numberOfClasses,
omv:numberOfIndividuals, omv:numberOfProperties,
omv:modificationDate, omv:numberOfAxioms, omv:keyClasses,
omv:keywords, omv:knownUsage,
omv:conformsToKnowledgeRepresentationParadigm,
omv:hasContributor, omv:hasCreator, omv:designedForOntologyTask,
omv:endorsedBy, omv:hasDomain, omv:hasFormalityLevel,
omv:hasLicense, omv:hasOntologySyntax, omv:isOfType,
omv:usedOntologyEngineeringMethodology, omv:notes,
omv:usedOntologyEngineeringTool, omv:useImports,
omv:hasPriorVersion, omv:isBackwardCompatibleWith,
omv:isIncompatibleWith, mod:accessibility, mod:module,
mod:ontologyInUse, mod:sponsoredBy, mod:competencyQuestion,
mod:vocabularyUsed, mod:homepage

OMVproperties (and individuals) are particularly relevant
as they have been explicitly created to describe ontolo-
gies. They are the only ones in our study enabling to
capture information such as the methodology applied to cre-
ate the ontology or the task/role for which an ontology has
been designed. For instance, the Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) terminology has been designed for indexing sci-
entific medical publications (omv:IndexingTask), which is
different from the Gene Ontology that has been developed to
annotate gene products (omv:AnnotationTask). Among the
new properties from MOD, mod:competencyQuestion cor-
responds to properties suggested for instance by [65]

There exist two specific vocabularies for representing rela-
tions. FromDOOR, that is very detailed and formal, we have
selected 11 of the most significant, in addition to the 4 from
OWL. We had to draw the line, and we considered 15 for-
mal relations from these two vocabularies were enough in
most cases to describe ontology relations. VOAF proper-
ties (applied to a voaf:Vocabulary) were almost completely
included, except 4 statistical properties (that are relevant only
for a specific repository):

17 Except mod:size that was new in MOD and ambiguous (“the size of
an ontology”).

door:semanticallyIncludedIn, door:imports, door:priorVersion,
door:backwardCompatibleWith, door:owlIncompatibleWith,
door:ontologyRelatedTo, door:similarTo,
door:comesFromTheSameDomain, door:isAlignedTo,
door:explanationEvolution, door:hasDisparateModelling,
voaf:classNumber, voaf:propertyNumber, voaf:extends, voaf:reliesOn,
voaf:similar, voaf:hasEquivalencesWith, voaf:specializes,
voaf:usedBy, voaf:metadataVoc, voaf:generalizes,
voaf:hasDisjunctionsWith, voaf:toDoList

The property door:explanationEvolution or
voaf:specializes can be used to say that an ontology is
a latter version that is semantically equivalent to another
ontology and specializes it. For instance, International
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10) has for
prior version ICD-9 and for specialization ICD-10-CM
(Clinical Modification made by US National Center for
Health Statistics).

FromNKOSApplication Profile, we have selected 4 prop-
erties among the 6 new ones defined in the namespace
and have in that case considered the properties would be
applied to rdfs:Resource. Two have been excluded because
we already havemore precise properties in other vocabularies
(nkos:serviceOffered and nkos:sizeNote).

nkos:alignedWith, nkos:basedOn, nkos:updateFrequency, nkos:usedBy

Among the metadata vocabularies to describe datasets,
we have reviewed VOID, a W3C Note proposed in 2011 to
describe RDF datasets. It allows describing twomain objects
void:Dataset and void:Linkset which are set of links between
datasets. The vocabulary also includes URIs for license or
serialization formats. void:Dataset can be described with 24
properties including a few metrics plus some from DCT.
From VOID, we picked-up 16 relevant properties.

void:subset, void:classPartition, void:propertyPartition,
void:rootResource, void:classes, void:properties, void:triples,
void:entities, void:exampleResource, void:vocabulary,
void:sparqlEndpoint, void:dataDump, void:openSearchDescription,
void:uriLookupEndpoint, void:uriRegexPattern, void:uriSpace

For instance, void:uriRegexPatternmay be used to explain
the pattern that someontologies usewhen building theirURIs
and concept identifiers, e.g., (ICD-10)’s codes respect a struc-
ture that keeps track of the chapter, and hierarchy (K70.3 code
for “Alcoholic cirrhosis of liver” is the 3rd of “Alcoholic liver
disease” (K70) which are all in the “Diseases of the digestive
system” Chapter (K)).
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A few of the properties from Indentifiers.org (IDOT) (6)
shall be relevant to describe ontologies also:

idot:state, idot:obsolete, idot:alternatePrefix, idot:identifierPattern,
idot:preferredPrefix, idot:exampleIdentifier

VANN is a small vocabulary created to describe vocabu-
laries, which includes:

vann:preferredNamespacePrefix, vann:preferredNamespaceUri,
vann:usageNote, vann:example, vann:changes

The property idot:preferredPrefix or
vann:preferredNamespacePrefix can be used to store
the preferred prefix when using the ontologies. See for
example, http://prefix.cc for all possible prefix values.

DCAT is theW3CRecommendation since January 2014 to
describe data catalogs; it offers a dcat:Dataset class relevant
for ontologies. DCAT uses DCT and also offers properties
with domain dcat:Distribution, but we have not taken those
ones to restrict our selection to the dcat:Dataset class (among
the 4 missed properties, 3 finds equivalent in other vocabu-
laries). Then from ADMS, which is a profile of DCAT used
to describe semantic assets (data models, code lists, tax-
onomies, dictionaries, vocabularies), we took 19 properties
for class adms:Asset (or no domain) but only 11 specifically
defined in the adms namespace, because ADMS used several
other vocabularies treated in this study:

dcat:landingPage, dcat:contactPoint, dcat:keyword, dcat:theme,
adms:sample, adms:status, adms:versionNotes,
adms:representationTechnique, adms:prev, adms:last, adms:next,
adms:includedAsset, adms:identifier, adms:supportedSchema,
adms:translation

In the SIFR BioPortal project [20], we are interested to
formally represent that some ontologies are the translated
version of other ones (usually stored in theNCBOBioPortal).
For instance, the French Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities Terminology is translated from the English ver-
sion. The adms:translation can be used for this.

Schema.org (SCHEMA) can describe multiple types of
resources. We have identified the schema:Dataset type as the
closest one to describe ontologies. Schema.org is very rich
to describe schema:Dataset (including properties inherited
of schema:CreativeWork and schema:Thing), we have iden-
tified 41 relevant properties:

schema:distribution, schema:includedInDataCatalog, schema:spatial,
schema:about, schema:alternativeHeadline, schema:associatedMedia,
schema:audience, schema:author, schema:award, schema:comments,
schema:contributor, schema:copyrightHolder, schema:creator,
schema:dateCreated, schema:dateModified, schema:datePublished,
schema:workExample, schema:fileFormat, schema:hasPart,
schema:isPartOf, schema:inLanguage, schema:isBasedOn,
schema:keywords, schema:license, schema:mainEntity,
schema:publisher, schema:publishingPrinciples, schema:review,
schema:schemaVersion, schema:sourceOrganization,
schema:translator, schema:version, schema:alternateName,
schema:description, schema:image, schema:mainEntityOfPage,
schema:citation, schema:name, schema:url,
schema:translationOfWork, schema:translation

For instance, the property schema:includedInDataCatalog
may be used to store the fact that an ontology is hosted in
different ontology libraries. This is, for instance, the cases
for the OBO Foundry ontologies that are, in addition of the
foundry being uploaded in NCBO BioPortal, Ontobee, OLS
and AberOWL. With such a property properly populated,
everyone will always know in which library to find an ontol-
ogy.

If we consider an ontology as different kinds of objects,
additional relevant vocabularies may be used. Thus, FOAF
can be used to describe an ontology as an instance of
foaf:Document, DOAP if an ontology is viewed as develop-
ment project (doap:Project) and CC to see it as a cc:Work18:

foaf:name, foaf:homepage, foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf, foaf:page,
foaf:primaryTopic, foaf:maker, foaf:topic, foaf:depiction foaf:logo,
foaf:fundedBy, doap:name, doap:blog, doap:language, doap:wiki,
doap:release, doap:description, doap:created, doap:download-page,
doap:helper, doap:maintainer, doap:translator, doap:audience,
doap:download-mirror, doap:service-endpoint, doap:screenshots,
doap:repository, doap:bug-database, doap:mailing-list,
cc:attributionName, cc:attributionURL, cc:license,
cc:morePermissions, cc:useGuidelines

More and more ontology developers have turned to
GitHub to store and release their ontologies, for example, the
Environment Ontology (https://github.com/EnvironmentOn
tology). The DOAP properties are thus very relevant to cap-
ture the metadata about the ontology development project.

Two vocabularies for representing provenance informa-
tion are included: PROV and PAV. PAV specializes terms
from PROV and DCT. It contains 40 properties (including
30 specific ones) with no constraint on range or domain.
When incorporating PROV and PAV, we had to focus on the
main properties offered to describe prov:Entity (but poten-
tially more maybe used):

18 We have here an inconsistency as doap:Project are themselves sub-
classes of foaf:Project and because foaf:Project and foaf:Document are
disjoints. We let to ontology developers the choice.
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prov:generalizationOf, prov:generatedAtTime, prov:wasAttributedTo,
prov:wasInfluencedBy, prov:wasDerivedFrom, prov:wasRevisionOf,
prov:specializationOf, prov:invaliatedAtTime, prov:wasGeneratedBy,
prov:wasInvalidatedBy, pav:hasCurrentVersion, pav:hasVersion,
pav:version, pav:createdOn, pav:authoredOn, pav:contributedOn,
pav:lastUpdateOn, pav:contributedBy, pav:authoredBy, pav:createdBy,
pav:createdWith, pav:previousVersion, pav:hasEarlierVersion,
pav:derivedFrom, pav:curatedBy, pav:curatedOn

From the OboInOwl specification, we took 9 of the
13 properties (and the alternative names, not listed, e.g.,
savedBy):

oboInOwl:format-version, oboInOwl:data-version, oboInOwl:date,
oboInOwl:saved-by, oboInOwl:auto-generated-by, oboInOwl:import,
oboInOwl:synonymtypedef, oboInOwl:default-namespace,
oboInOwl:remark

Finally, we have selected sd:endpoint from SPARQL 1.1
Service Description.

5.3 Existing Properties in Ontology Repositories

In order to manage versioning, access rights and metadata,
BioPortal model stores ontologies with two objects: one
Ontologywhich is actually the shell formultiple Submissions
that contains the real content of an ontology. The Ontology
object contains the most usual metadata (name, acronym,
administrators, viewing restriction, group and categories)
that will remain over versions, whereas the Submission
objects contain the detailed metadata (description, metrics,
contact, etc.) and links to the actual content of that specific
version. For example, the following REST service calls will
return, respectively, the Ontology object and the latest Sub-
mission for the NCI Thesaurus:

http://data.bioontology.org/ontologies/NCIT?display=all
http://data.bioontology.org/ontologies/NCIT/latest_sub

mission?display=all
We have reviewed the complete list of properties offered

by those two objects (including direct properties and links
returned by theAPI): 25 forOntology and 41 for Submission.
From them, we picked-up the ones (46) that are not specific
to BioPortal. For instance, the administrator (different from
contact) of an ontology inBioPortal is an information that has
sense only within BioPortal and therefore does not belong to
the original ontology.

For homogeneity, we use the namespace bpm in the fol-
lowing list, even if those properties do not actually belong
to a formal vocabulary (we do not include hereafter the 10
OMV properties originally used by BioPortal):

bpm:group, bpm:viewOf, bpm:submissions, bpm:reviews, bpm:notes,
bpm:projects, bpm:views, bpm:analytics, bpm:ui, bpm:properties,
bpm:classes, bpm:roots, bpm:prefLabelProperty,
bpm:definitionProperty, bpm:synonymProperty, bpm:authorProperty,
bpm:hierarchyProperty, bpm:obsoleteProperty, bpm:obsoleteParent,
bpm:homepage, bpm:publication, bpm:released, bpm:diffFilePath,
bpm:pullLocation, bpm:contact, bpm:metrics.classes,
bpm:metrics.individuals, bpm:metrics.properties,
bpm:metrics.maxDepth, bpm:metrics.maxChildCount,
bpm:metrics.averageChildCount, bpm:metrics.classesWithOneChild,
bpm:metrics.classesWithMoreThan25Children,
bpm:metrics.classesWithNoDefinition, bpm:downloadRdf,
bpm:downloadCsv

Once a primary version of the list was created from Bio-
Portal plus the standard metadata vocabularies, we also ana-
lyzed the other ontology repositories. We did not find other
properties that were not already covered by our review so far.
From the OBO Foundry, the only exceptions were the prop-
erties inside the obofmd namespace (non-dereferenceable),
that seems to be the ones the OBO Foundry developers did
not find in any vocabulary. Although we have matches for
4 over 5 of these properties, we did not integrate those by
the lack of information about them (plus this namespace was
not identified in Sect. 4.2). AberOWL contains also a prop-
erty species that we did not pick up as this is specific to the
biomedical domain and unsatisfiable classes which are an
interesting information for the ontology evaluation, but not
for ontology description. OLS contains also two properties
that we do not already had (reasonerType and oboSlims) but
were not included by the lack of information. Even if we have
an interest in biological and agronomical ontologies, we did
not include in this list, properties that are domain specific.
All the properties can be used to describe ontologies from
any domain.

5.4 Results: A Complete List of Properties
to Describe Ontologies and a Unified Model
for AgroPortal

After the two steps described in the previous section, we
end up with a complete list of 346 properties that could be
used to describe ontologies. These properties will, therefore,
be parsed by AgroPortal when an ontology is uploaded in
order to populate the values of unified model implemented
for all the ontologies on the portal.With the 346 properties of
this list, we cover most of the properties identified in Table 2
except the ones in namespaces that are not relevant for ontolo-
gies (e.g., nemo_annot, vaem and asthma), portal specific
(e.g., omvmmi), format specific or not defined as a vocabu-
lary (e.g., obo), or software specific (e.g., protege) or within
the oboInOwl namespace but not in the OBO in OWL spec-
ification [54]. Among the 31 properties from Tejo-Alonso
et al.’s study [35], we cover 25 properties. The six proper-
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ties not included are 4 SKOS “documentation properties”
(e.g., skos:changeNote, skos:definition), that according to
the SKOS specification are intended to provide information
relating to concepts although there is no domain restriction
for these properties. The two others are rdfs:isDefinedBy19

and vs:terms_status excluded for an equivalent reason. We,
therefore, believe our complete list of properties that will be
parsed by our ontology repository include most of the prop-
erties actually used by ontology developers.

Among those properties of the complete list, there
was obvious overlap. Indeed, some properties define
exactly the same thing, e.g., the version informa-
tion of an ontology can be described by omv:version,
owl:versionInfo, mod:version, doap:release, pav:version and
schema:version. And some properties define very similar
things such as for instance the homepage of an ontology
project: bpm:homepage, foaf:homepage, cc:attributionURL,
mod:homepage, doap:blog, and schema:mainEntityOfPage.
With the purpose of simplifying our list, and implement
a restricted unified model within our ontology repository,
we have grouped properties of exact or similar meaning by
selecting a “default” property that we would use in our ontol-
ogy metadata model. The role of these equivalences (we
voluntary do not use the word mapping or alignment) is
not to build a unique vocabulary for describing ontologies
(although this question will be discussed in Sect. 7), but to
implement an unified model for describing ontologies in an
ontology repository thatwould help us address the challenges
explained in Sects. 1 and 2. When selecting the “default”
property, we applied the following rules that are specific to
our context:

1. Do not change the properties that were already in BioPor-
tal. As previously explained, we had to keep AgroPortal
backward compatiblewith BioPortal (wewill further dis-
cuss this in Sect. 7). Except for 3metric properties thatwe
have duplicated to enable users to reset themselves the
number of classes, individuals and properties, we have
reused all the 34 other properties already implemented
in BioPortal;

2. Pick up the OMV property if existing (to stay consistent
with BioPortal’s historical choice of using OMV);

3. If not available within OMV, choose property from
any other vocabulary offering the best correspon-
dence by giving preference when possible to W3C
Recommendations or Notes. With this in mind,
we prefer dct:publisher to schema:publisher and
adms:schemaAgency. Or, foaf:fundedBy rater than
mod:sponsoredBy and schema:sourceOrganization.

19 Although the domain of rdfs:isDefinedBy is rdfs:Resource, it is
defined by the RDF specification as: “may be used to indicate an RDF
vocabulary in which a resource is described.”.

We came up with a list of 127 properties in the restricted
unified model including the 46 original ones from BioPortal
(nonspecific) and 82 new ones from metadata vocabularies.
For a better comprehension, we categorized the properties as
illustrated in Table 4. Among them, 17 properties from Bio-
Portal cannot be mapped to any of the studied vocabularies,
whichmeans that they are candidates for extending one of the
studied vocabularies or creating a new one (cf. Sect. 7.1). For
example: bpm:group, bpm:downloadCsv, or a few metrics,
and properties describing the classes.

When selecting a default property for the unified model
and grouping properties by equivalences, we had to make
choices (that we have tried less arbitrary possible). These
were guided by our context and motivation (i.e., implement-
ing this model in AgroPortal) and shall differ from projects
with other motivations. Here are a few examples of these
choices:

• We kept omv:notes over rdfs:comment, or
adms:versionNotes in order to stay consistent with
BioPortal’s choice of partially adopting OMV. This
choice was made in 2009 right after the OMV vocabulary
was proposed and according to us, this was a good choice
at that time. We would not necessarily encourage the use
of omv:notes (or any OMV property for which a more
standard vocabulary already provides something) over
rdfs:comment anymore now. Indeed, this is a limitation
of OMV that we have pointed out. Finally, our model
includes 35 of the 37 relations of OMV. The two missing
are omv:reference and omv:resourceLocator that we
have not included because BioPoral already offered a
property for them (but not the OMV one!) respectively
bpm:publication and bpm:pullLocation.

• For a property that was not already captured by BioPortal
or OMV, such as the fact that an ontology is deprecated, we
give priority to established standards, e.g., owl:deprecated
over idot:obsolete as the OWL property (which applies to
any IRI) comes from a W3C Recommendation.

• We selected dct:publisher over schema:publisher as our
analysis has shown that Dublin Core (and Elements) prop-
erties are widely used among ontology developers. This
might of course change in the future considering the pace
of adoption of Schema.org.20

• For the relation between an ontology and a view of
this ontology, BioPortal defines bpm:viewOf and
bpm:views that we have kept, respectively, over
dct:isPartOf (or schema:isPartOf or void:subset
or door:sematicallyIncluedIn) and dct:hasPart (or

20 On that example, one can regret the fact that Shema.org has not
itself adopted Dublin Core or that the two organizations do not work
together. Similarly, Schema.org and DCAT are particularly rich and we
shall follow closely the effort of harmonizing them in the future.
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Table 4 Restricted list of 127 properties (“default”) implemented in AgroPortal’s unified metadata model

Category List of properties in this category

Intrinsic properties omv:acronym, omv:name, dct:alternative, skos:hiddenLabel, omv:URI, owl:versionIRI, dct:identifier, omv:version,
omv:status, owl:deprecated, omv:hasLicense, omv:hasOntologyLanguage, omv:hasFormalityLevel,
omv:hasOntologySyntax, omv:naturalLanguage

Description omv:description, bpm:publication, omv:documentation, dct:abstract, cc:morePermissions, cc:useGuidelines,
schema:copyrightHolder, bpm:pullLocation, omv:notes, omv:keywords, omv:isOfType, omv:designedForOntologyTask,
omv:usedOntologyEngineeringTool, omv:usedOntologyEngineeringMethodology,
omv:conformsToKnowledgeRepresentationParadigm, dct:coverage, mod:competencyQuestion, foaf:depiction, foaf:logo,
foaf:homepage, schema:associatedMedia, bpm:diffFilePath, vann:example, idot:exampleIdentifier,
vann:preferredNamespaceUri, vann:preferredNamespacePrefix, void:uriRegexPattern, bpm:prefLabelProperty,
bpm:definitionProperty, bpm:synonymProperty, bpm:authorProperty, bpm:hierarchyProperty, bpm:obsoleteProperty,
bpm:obsoleteParent, schema:includedInDataCatalog

People omv:hasCreator, omv:hasContributor, dct:publisher, pav:curatedBy, bpm:contact, schema:translator

Grouping omv:hasDomain, bpm:group

Relation omv:useImports, omv:hasPriorVersion, omv:isBackwardCompatibleWith, omv:isIncompatibleWith, bpm:viewOf,
bpm:views, bpm:submissions, bpm:hasPart, dct:isFormatOf, dct:hasFormat, door:ontologyRelatedTo, door:similarTo,
door:comesFromTheSameDomain, door:explanationEvolution, door:hasDisparateModelling, door:isAlignedTo,
schema:translationOfWork, schema:workTranslation, voaf:usedBy, voaf:generalizes, voaf:hasDisjunctionsWith

Content omv:keyClasses, bpm:ui, sd:endpoint, voaf:metadataVoc, bpm:csvDump, bpm:properties, bpm:classes, bpm:roots,
void:dataDump, void:uriLookupEndpoint, void:openSearchDescription, bpm:downloadRdf, bpm:downloadCsv

Community omv:knownUsage, omv:endorsedBy, bpm:projects, dct:audience, bpm:analytics, foaf:fundedBy, bpm:reviews, bpm:notes,
voaf:toDoList, doap:repository, doap:bug-database, doap:mailing-list, schema:award

Date omv:creationDate, bpm:released, omv:modificationDate, dct:valid, pav:curatedOn

Metrics omv:numberOfClasses, omv:numberOfIndividuals, omv:numberOfProperties, omv:numberOfAxioms, bpm:maxDepth,
bpm:maxChildCount, bpm:averageChildCount, bpm:classesWithOneChild, bpm:classesWithMoreThan25Children,
bpm:classesWithNoDefinition, void:entities

Provenance dct:source, prov:wasGeneratedBy, prov:wasInvalidatedBy, dct:accrualMethod, dct:accrualPeriodicity, dct:accrualPolicy

schema:hasPart or oboInOwl:hasSubset or adms:sample)
to keep our model backward compatible.

The selection of default properties and equivalences is the
more subjective part of our work. Our choices were driven
by our needs and are subject to future modifications (see dis-
cussion Sect. 7.1). Somehow, they had to be made to nourish
our project of demonstrating the power of harmonized meta-
data in anontology repository.We shall certainly update these
choices to accommodate small changes based on user feed-
back or experience. The latest complete list of properties and
the equivalences implemented inAgroPortal are available via
a web service call: http://data.agroportal.lirmm.fr/submissio
n_metadata

6 Harnessing the Power of UnifiedMetadata
in AgroPortal

Our goal was to implement a new metadata model into an
ontology repository and give sense and valorize these meta-
data. We want to illustrate inside an ontology repository
why ontology metadata are important and how they can be
leveraged to provide new interesting insights to ontology
developers and final users. We also believe that it is the role

of an ontology repository to capture and give sense to meta-
data information interlinking ontologies together (e.g., the
relation between ontologies).

6.1 ImplementationWithin AgroPortal

We have used the restricted list of Table 4 to implement
a unified ontology metadata model within AgroPortal. We
have added the 79 new properties into the original model (of
46 properties) precisely respecting the cardinalities of the
properties.21 This model is used to describe the ontologies
being “hosted” within the portal, not the original ontol-
ogy (to which only the original developers have authority
on). Technically and formally speaking, this means that the
metadata properties populated within AgroPortal apply to
resources created by the portal, not the original URIs of the
ontologies. For example, the National Agricultural Library
Thesaurus (NALT) has for URI: http://lod.nal.usda.gov/nalt
but the metadata properties, represented in JSON-LD within
AgroPortal are assigned to the following resources: http://d

21 With the objective of keeping our implementation simple, we have
decided to add every new property to the Submission object. The range
is generally either an URI or a String.
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ata.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/NALT http://data.agropo
rtal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/NALT/submissions/3.22

This gives us more flexibility when implementing a uni-
fied metadata model and facilitates the valorization and use
of the metadata over all the ontologies, although it could cre-
ate a confusion in terms of linked data being produced by
the portal. For instance, an ontology creator may have used
dc:title in the original ontology file but we will actually use
the property omv:name for the metadata being stored on the
portal.23

When an ontology is uploaded, AgroPortal extracts auto-
matically most of the ontology metadata if they are included
in the original file or populates some of them (e.g., metrics,
endpoints, links, examples). Those values can manually be
changed after by ontology developers or the portal adminis-
trators if they want to provide another value.We populate the
127 properties of the unified model by automatically pars-
ing any of the 346 properties of the complete list presented
in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3. When the original ontology file uses
a property to capture metadata, we copy the value of this
property to the default property chosen in the unified model
and assign it to the resource created to represent the ontology
within AgroPortal. Sometimes, the properties happen to be
the same but often they are not. In the (very exceptional) case
where multiple properties from the original file map to the
samedefault propertywithin themodel,we aggregate the val-
ues or use multiple instances of the default property to keep
all the original information. Then AgroPortal’s REST web
service will return the metadata of the hosted ontology, not
the ones from the original file.Advanced users can still access
the original metadata using the AgroPortal’s SPARQL end-
point (http://sparql.agroportal.lirmm.fr/test) on which both
URIs (hosted and original) are queryable. For example, if an
ontology developer would use dc:creator for John, Alice and
Tom and then pav:createdBy for NIH,WHO and NCBI, then
AgroPortal’ REST service API will return omv:hasCreator
for John, Alice, Tom, NIH, WHO and NCBI. The SPARQL
endpoint will return the original metadata.

For each ontology, available and uploaded in the portal,
we collaborate with the ontology developers to extensively
describe their metadata and we have spent a significant
amount of time editing, curating and harmonizing the meta-
data. Information is generally found in other libraries (e.g.,

22 AgroPortal web service API requires a key to answer the
data.agroportal calls. Users of the API will have to create an account
on AgroPortal to get an APIkey (the same procedure is required
with NCBO BioPortal). For the NCBO BioPortal, examples may be
foundhere: http://data.bioontology.org/documentation#OntologySubm
ission.
23 The perfect technical choice would have been the one of LOV, which
only deals with a unified metadata following a specific announced
vocabulary; however, we have demonstrated that only one or two stan-
dard vocabularies do not cover all the required fields for ontologies.

LovInra, VEST Registry, OBO Foundry, FAIRsharing) or
identified in the publications, web sites, documentation, etc.
found about the ontologies.

Now all the ontologies within AgroPortal are described
with the same unified metadata model and we have invested
a significant effort in editing metadata. This has resulted in
three important new features for AgroPortal (Table 5):

• AgroPortal’s ability to semantically capture and display
a very large number of information about an ontology.
The Ontology Summary page allows getting all the meta-
data information about a specific ontology. It helps users
to know more about the ontologies they are using (or
consider using); this will facilitate the ontology selec-
tion process and overall, make ontologies more FAIR.
Plus, thanks to the portal architecture, all these data is
formally described, with semantic web (standard) vocabu-
laries and available as linked data (JSON-LD). In addition,
we have entirely redesigned AgroPortal’s ontology sub-
mission page to facilitate the edition of the metadata.
Whenever possible, the user interface facilitates the selec-
tion of the metadata values, while in the backend those
values are storedwith standardURIs. For instance, the user
interface will offer a pop-up menu to select the relevant
license (CC, BSD, etc.) while the corresponding URI will
be taken from the RDFLicense dataset (http://rdflicense.
appspot.com). Knowledge organization systems types are
taken from theNKOSTypesVocabularyof theDublinCore
initiative.24 Natural languages are taken from the LEXVO
vocabulary [66]. Ontology syntax values are provided by
the W3C.25 Some other values (the type of ontology or
formality level) are taken as individuals from OMV. An
example using the OntoBiotope ontology metadata page
in AgroPortal is shown in Fig. 1.

• Advanced ontology search and selection thanks to Agro-
Portal’s Browse Ontologies page (Fig. 2) which offers a
convenient user interface with sorting, filtering, and facets
that facilitate the identification of the ontology(ies) of
interest. We now offer nine facets, based on the metadata,
to filter ontologies including four new ones (content, natu-
ral language, formality level, type) as well as seven options
to sort this list including two new ones (name, released
date). These new features facilitate the process of select-
ing relevant ontologies.

• We have begun facilitating the comprehension of the
agronomical ontology landscape by displaying diagrams,
charts, and graphs about all the ontologies on the portal
(averagemetrics, most used tools, leading contributors and
organization, and more). We have created a new AgroPor-

24 http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/NKOS_Vocabularies
(ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005).
25 https://www.w3.org/ns/formats/.
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Table 5 Summary of metadata use within AgroPortal ontology repository

Ontology Summary page Browse Ontologies page Landscape page

Description Gives all the metadata information
about a specific ontology

Allows to search, order and select
ontologies using a facetted search
approach, based on the metadata

Allows to explore the agronomical
ontology landscape by automatically
aggregating the metadata fields of
each ontologies in explicit
visualizations (charts, term cloud
and graphs)

New compared to
BioPortal

The whole “Additional Metadata”
block which corresponds to
properties from our new model. Plus
the “Get my metadata back” buttons

Four additional ways to filter
ontologies in the list (content,
natural language, formality level,
type) as well as two new options to
sort this list (name, released date)

This page did not exist in the original
BioPortal

Example (user
interface)

http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/
ONTOBIOTOPE (see also Fig. 1)

http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies
(see also Fig. 2)

http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/landscape
(see also Fig. 3 to Fig. 9)

Example (API
call)

http://data.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontolog
ies/ANAEETHES/submissions/2?di
splay=all

http://data.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontolog
ies

E.g., to get omv:hasLicense property
http://data.agroportal.lirmm.fr/submiss
ions?display=hasLicense

tal Landscape page that displays metadata “by property”
(as opposed as “by ontology” as in Fig. 1) by aggregating
the metadata values (Sect. 6.2).

6.2 AgroPortal’s Landscape Page

We have now a specific page dedicated to visualizing the
ontology landscape in AgroPortal that facilitates analysis of
the repository content. The landscape page helps to figure
out what are some of the main domain of interests as well as
common development practices when creating a vocabulary
or ontology in agronomy. Of course, this information relies
on the metadata extracted from the ontologies or edited on
the portal. Such visualizations are also meant to motivate the
ontology developers to document and describe more their
ontologies. In the following, we present some views (figures)
automatically created with the content of the repository from
May 2017. Whenever possible, we also explicitly mention
the metadata property used to generate the view.

Within AgroPortal (as in the original BioPortal) we orga-
nize the ontologies in relevant group and categories (Fig. 3):
each time an ontology is uploaded into the portal, it is man-
ually assigned a group and/or category. The groups allow
bringing together ontologies from the same project or orga-
nization for better identification of the provenance. The
categories are another way to classify ontologies in the por-
tal by domain. The groups and categories are customizable
and will be adapted in the future to reflect the evolution
of the portal’s content and community feedback. Another
good aspect of the portal’s architecture is that it provides
URIs for any objects in the portal including groups and cate-
gories e.g., http://data.agroportal.lirmm.fr/categories/FARM
ING identifies the category “Farms and Farming Systems.”

External applications can now use these URIs to organize
ontologies or tag them.

The most commonly adopted format is OWL (Fig. 4)
which confirms the agronomy community has clearly turned
to the W3C Recommendation for building ontologies. In
addition, we already host six vocabularies in SKOS, which
shall be a format that will grow in the future. It has been
adopted, for instance, by the ANAEE Thesaurus, Agrovoc,
NAL and CAB Thesaurus. Figure 4 also shows that most
of the ontologies are in the range between 100 and 10 K
classes (or concepts), although a few big resources have been
uploaded. The metrics in AgroPortal are automatically com-
puted by theOWL-API, but they can be overriddenmanually.
The size of the ontology is generally the number of classes
(except with the SKOS format, where it is the number of
individuals).

Ontology labels are mostly in English (Fig. 5) although
we have seven resources that offer French labels (mostly
because of our French collaborators). Multilingual resources
include Agrovoc and NAL Thesaurus. Figure 5 also shows
that among the 31 ontologies that have explicitly defined
licensing information, all of them are openly accessible with
different licenses. Note AgroPortal can also host private
ontologies or restrict download for public ones.

The type and formality level of resources are described
in Fig. 6. The number of upper level ontologies (not specif-
ically dedicated to agriculture) is maintained low and not
surprisinglymost of the ontologies are domain or application
ontologies. Acknowledging the “ambiguity” of these infor-
mation, as there are no standard definitions of the type and
formality level of a knowledge organization system, we do
think this information is useful and may help to select the
right resources for a given task [14].
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Fig. 1 Screenshot of the Ontology Summary page for the Onto-
Biotope ontology (http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/ONTOBIOT
OPE). The section “Additional Metadata” has been automatically
extracted from the content of the original ontology file or edited by

AgroPortal admin or the ontology owner. We have not yet implemented
the change at the user interface level to display nice values rather than
the raw URIs. This will be done in the next future
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Fig. 2 Screenshot of the Browse Ontologies page. Facetted search (left hand side) and sorting (top right corner) offer new ways to select ontologies
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Fig. 3 Distribution of ontologies by Group (bpm:group) and Categories (bpm:hasDomain)

Fig. 4 Ontologies by format (omv:hasOntologyLanguage) and sizes (bpm:metrics.classes or bpm:metrics.individuals)

Fig. 5 Natural languages (omv:naturalLanguage) used for labels and licenses (omv:hasLicense) of ontologies

Fig. 6 Ontology types (omv:isOfType) and formality levels (omv:hasFormalityLevel)

Figure 7 is an aggregation (term cloud) of several prop-
erties that relate ontologies and organizations. Such a view
is interesting to identify which organizations are the most

involved in funding, adopting or endorsing ontologies. Fig-
ure 8 is a similar cloud showing which ontologies are the
most actively commented, reviewed or used within research
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Fig. 7 Most mentioned
organizations (aggregation as a
term cloud from the properties
dct:publisher, foaf:fundedBy
and omv:endorsedBy)

Fig. 8 Most active ontologies
(count aggregation of
omv:notes, bpm:reviews and
bpm:projects per ontology)

projects. Indeed, AgroPortal features a few community fea-
tures [67] such as: ontology reviews or notes that can be
attached in a forum-like mode to a specific ontology or class,
in order to discuss the ontology (its design, use, or evolu-
tion) or allow users to propose changes to a certain class.
Plus, AgroPortal provides a project list edited by its users
that materialize the ontology-project relation (http://agropor
tal.lirmm.fr/projects), i.e., which project uses which ontolo-
gies.

The new metadata model allows capturing multiple rela-
tions between ontologies or between ontologies and external
resources. For instance, relations to capture that an ontology
is aligned to another one, represents knowledge from the
same domain, is compatible or incompatible with another
one, imports or uses another one, is translated from or more

generally related to another one. We have used 14 of these
relations to automatically represent AgroPortal’s ontologies
network. Figure 9 shows the cluster of the ontologies main-
tained and extended within the Planteome project [25]. It
captures the information that all the Crop Ontologies (CO_*)
are aligned to the Trait Ontology, itself interconnected to the
Plant Ontology and Plant Environment ontology. The Soy
Ontology, developed outside of the Crop Ontology project,
also appears as related to both TO and CO_336 (the Soybean
Ontology developed within the Crop Ontology project). Fig-
ure 9 is only a subset of the network. The landscape page
within AgroPortal displays the whole network and filters it
per ontology relations.
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Fig. 9 Subset of the ontology network showing the relations between reference plant ontologies (here properties door:isAlignedTo and
door:comeFromTheSameDomain)

6.3 User Appreciation Survey

To evaluate the impact and appreciation of the new features
enabled by our changes in AgroPortal’s ontology metadata
model, we conducted a survey with typical five-level Lik-
ert scale questions. Each question asked for the participant’s
opinion about how much the new page (or new features in
the page) “helped identifying and selecting” relevant ontolo-
gies (except for the ontology submission edition page, which
was concerned about editing ontology metadata). With this
survey, we liked to assess AgroPortal’s new metadata model
ability to ease ontology identification and selection. Plus, we
asked open questions about each page to get users inputs in
terms of how to improve ontology metadata within AgroPor-
tal in the future. The survey was sent only to the AgroPortal
users mailing list which had 131 members then. We had
32 responses that are analyzed hereafter. 2/3 of the partic-
ipants were both users and administrators of one or several
ontologies in AgroPortal. The last third was only regular

AgroPortal userswhousually search andfind relevant ontolo-
gies and concepts. The questions and responses are presented
in Table 6.

Globally, the helpfulness of the pages was clearly estab-
lished by the survey with almost ¾ of positive responses
on average for all questions. Displaying more metadata on
the Summary page and being able to filter out ontologies
with metadata facets on the Browse page was much appreci-
ated. The Landscape page was ranked as a bit less “useful”
than the others (with 53.2% responses explicitly positive)
getting still some positive feedbacks and relevant criticisms.
An additional question related to the usefulness of the page
to “understand about the ecosystem of ontologies in agron-
omy and close related domains” obtained 75% of positive
responses. The absence of response in the “Not at all” and
very limited responses in the “Not so” columns show that
everyone agrees about the role of metadata when identifying
and selecting ontologies. Still, the exploitation of metadata
to facilitate this process is improvable. Among the comments
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Table 6 User appreciation
survey responses (percentage)

Question/page Extremely
helpful

Very helpful Somewhat
helpful

Not so helpful Not at all
helpfull

New ontology
summary
page

15.6 59.4 21.9 3.1 0

New ontology
browse page

31.3 56.3 9.3 3.1 0

New landscape
page

12.6 40.6 37.5 9.3 0

New ontology
submission
edition page
(optional)a

19 57.2 19 4.8 0

Average 19.63% 53.38% 21.93% 5.08% 0%
aOnly 21 responses for this last question

on: (1) the Summary page, some were about improving the
user interface by keeping only the relevant fields and using
something else than URLs or URIs. (2) the Browse page,
most were positive as facets are often appreciated to search
information, although the lack of description of the facetswas
often reported. (3) theLandscape page,many commentswere
requesting a better integration with the rest of AgroPortal
(e.g., links back), merging some information (e.g., Figure 6)
and some were about pointing out the importance of curating
the metadata to create good value in this page.

7 Discussions

According to us, among the main limitations of OMV that
might explain why it is not much adopted today are: (1) the
fact that it did not reuse any other metadata vocabulary;26

(2) it was never included in a common ontology editor such
as Protégé—it would have highly facilitated the adoption of
the vocabulary if ontology developerswould have had only to
fill out a few forms directly in their preferred ontology edition
software; (3) the metadata properties were never really used
and valorized by ontology libraries which would have been
the best way to incite to fill them up.

In the following, we come back on each of these aspects
to discuss the need for a better harmonization of standard
vocabularies used to described ontology metadata. Besides
our work driven by the AgroPortal project, this effort may
be generalized to propose recommendations and guidelines
to (1) ontology developers when describing their ontologies;
(2) ontology repository or library developers to harmonize
their platforms.

26 Althoughwe acknowledge that in 2005, therewas not as vocabularies
as today, important standards such as OWL, Dublin Core or FOAFmay
have been used at that time.

7.1 Need for Metadata Authoring Guidelines
and for Harmonization of ExistingMetadata
Vocabularies

The analysis of the existing metadata vocabularies and prac-
tices (Sect. 4) showed there is a clear need for better metadata
authoring guidelines for the community of ontology devel-
opers and a need of harmonization of existing metadata
vocabularies. MOD1.0 [7] was a first attempt to address
OMV’s limitation of not relying on any other vocabular-
ies but was not “mapped” itself to OMV while being very
similar. Plus, it still missed numerous relevant properties
to capture information about ontologies. More recently, the
authors joined their efforts and proposed a new version of
MOD (refer as MOD 1.2) [48].27 The revision carried out
from multiple aspects (e.g., new labels, structural changes,
and design principles) to overcome some of the limitations of
MOD 1.0 and to enrich it further influenced also by our work
on AgroPortal. MOD1.2 contains 88 properties taken from
DCAT,DCT,DOAP,FOAF,OMV,OWL,PAV,PROV,RDFS,
SD andVOAFbut creates only 13 newproperties in theMOD
namespace. Future extended versions (MOD2.0 and more)
shall contain at least equivalent property for each of the 127of
AgroPortal’s new metadata model. Note that because MOD
development is free from any implementation constraints,
we have not always selected in MOD1.2 the same default
properties than in AgroPortal’s unified metadata model. In
[48], we also describe the application goals of MOD1.2 and
illustrate our experimental results with SPARQL queries that
can be run on properly defined metadata.

MOD 1.2 is a recent initiative and still a temporary propo-
sition. It is understandable that to achieve community adop-
tion, thiswork needs to engagemore people,with the ultimate
goal of producing a community standard endorsed by a

27 https://github.com/sifrproject/MOD-Ontology.
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standardization body such as W3C. MOD 1.2 was recently
introduced to the Research Data Alliance Vocabulary and
Semantic Services Interest Group (VSSIG).28 Future work
will now happen in the context of the “ontology metadata”
task group of the VSSIG. Among the current studied propo-
sitions is to implement MOD2.0 as a profile of DCAT. We
shall also make sure we will enforce—or enable operational-
ization of—the recently published MIRO guidelines [6].

7.2 Metadata Edition

Another important aspect in metadata is that almost no one
really like filling them in; therefore, how can we facilitate
metadata editing for ontology developers? Within AgroPor-
tal, we have entirely redesigned the ontology information
edition page and have tried to build it in a way that will both
facilitate the edition and not freak out the editors with a basic
list of 127 properties to fill in. However, this page will need
improvements. We do envision paths for the future:

• Metadata should be as much as possible generated or
predicted automatically either by the ontology edition soft-
ware or by external tools,29 e.g., software used, dates,
languages.

• It is the role of ontology edition software to actually
support (some) metadata edition functionalities. It would
highly facilitate the task (and the emergence of a standard
vocabulary) if ontology editors would only need to fill out
a few forms directly in their preferred ontology edition
software. Indeed, as seen in Sect. 4.2 properties available
for editing (or even better, automatically generated) within
the ontology editor are inclined to be well used.

• It is the role of ontology libraries to facilitate the edi-
tion, generation and prediction of ontology metadata for
properties that take their senses within a community-based
library, e.g., relations between ontologies, reviews, related
projects, etc. When relevant, the libraries should offer a
mechanism to easily export the metadata edited or gener-
ated in order for ontology developers to include it in the
original ontology file for other systems to use it. Within
AgroPortal, we have developed such a mechanism on the
Ontology Summary page.30 In addition of an API call, the
“Get my metadata back” buttons allow ontology develop-
ers, on a simple click, to download the metadata stored
within the portal in RDF/XML, JSON-LD or N-triples
syntax to copy/paste within the original ontology. An addi-
tional question related to the interest of this functionality

28 The RDA Interest Group was reconfigured in 2017 (https://www.rd-
alliance.org/groups/vocabulary-services-interest-group.html).
29 For instance, BioPortal uses the OWL-API to generate metrics. Pro-
tégé also does but does not save these metrics inside the ontology.
30 This feature has been recently developed and is still in beta mode.

was included within the survey presented Sect. 6.3 and
obtained 62.5% positive responses. Right now, this fea-
ture will return metadata following AgroPortal’s model,
but when MOD2.0 will be available or any community
adopted standard, it will return the metadata with respect
to this standard.31

In the future, we plan to discuss with the Protégé develop-
ment team the integration of some of the listed properties in
the software, so that developers can edit them in the ontol-
ogy development process. We are also considering results of
the CEDAR project (http://metadatacenter.org) in terms of
metadata prediction and edition [38].

7.3 Automatic Ontology Selection
and Recommendation

An unified metadata model can also be leveraged by auto-
matic ontology selection tools such as theRecommender also
available inAgro/BioPortal [3, 68]which reliesmostly on the
content of ontologies to recommend them. For instance, the
whole network built out of ontologies relations (Fig. 9) will
help users to figure out which are the key relevant ontologies
to rely on. As another example, searching “for ontologies”
often rely on “searching inside” ontologies (method based on
coverage) which is not very often satisfactory when instead
metadata should be used. For example, searching “anatomy”
in BioPortal Search will return a bunch of popular ontologies
that contains the term anatomy, but the Foundational Model
of Anatomy, which is the reference ontology about human
anatomy will not show up in the results. To identify FMA,
someone needs to browse the ontologies and filter ontologies
with the word anatomy in the ontology name or description.
Or better, he or she might use the “Anatomy” ontologies
category that BioPortal defines. In both cases, this relies on
metadata, not on the content of the ontology.

8 Conclusion and FutureWork

In this paper, we have shown the impact of unified and har-
monized metadata within an ontology repository. We have
explained how it facilitates ontology description, selection
and helps to capture the global landscape of ontologies from
a given domain. Thanks to this new unified model served by
a stable API, metadata descriptions of AgroPortal ontologies
have already been automatically harvested by two external
ontology libraries: the AgrisemanticsMap of Data Standards
(http://vest.agrisemantics.org) and FAIRsharing (http://fairs
haring.org).

31 Before completely changing AgroPortal’s model, we believe each
library could at least import/export MOD2.0 compliant metadata.
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Our motivation was first to make a review of the avail-
able vocabularies to describe ontologies or other kinds of
resources (dataset, vocabulary, project, document) and pick
up the properties thatwould be relevant for describing ontolo-
gies. Since the OMV initiative in 2005, there have been
multiple propositions especially with the emergence of the
web of data. Our goalwas then to identify the redundancy and
lacks between these vocabularies by regrouping the proper-
ties into a restricted unified model that we have implemented
in the AgroPortal ontology repository. We have worked on
our side and in partnership with our users to fill the meta-
data and in parallel developed new user interfaces. This
has resulted in multiple new features within AgroPortal that
we have presented and have been appreciated by our users
as facilitating the ontology identification and selection pro-
cesses.

We can nowcomeback on addressing some concretemoti-
vational use cases described in Sect. 2:

• The new ontology metadata model has been driven by
and finally implemented within AgroPortal and the French
SIFR BioPortal. The new model makes the description of
the ontologies more complete and is unified for all the
ontologies.

• The properties omv:hasLicense, dct:publisher,
cc:morePermissions and schema:copyrightHolder can
now be used to precisely describe the licensing informa-
tion about the ontologies endorsed by the Wheat Data
Interoperability working group. The endorsement itself is
also captured by the property omv:endorsedBy.

• LovINRAontologies can nowbe explicitly and unambigu-
ously classified by syntax (omv:hasOntologySyntax), for-
mat (omv:hasOntologyLanguage), type (omv:isOfType)
and formality level (omv:hasFormalityLevel).

• The alignment relations between the Crop Ontology
trait ontologies and the Plant Trait Ontology are
now captured by door:isAlignedTo and other rela-
tions such as door:comesFromTheSameDomain and
door:ontologyRelatedTo.

We did not pursue the goal of integrating all the reviewed
vocabularies into a new “integrated vocabulary” that could
become a standard for describing ontologies (e.g., a new
OMV), although the clear need formetadata authoring guide-
lines and for harmonization of existingmetadata vocabularies
has also been discussed. We are currently working in gener-
alizing this work within a new version of MOD that would
merge and harmonize existing ones. A generalization of this
work is studied in a community-driven standardization effort
in the context of the RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Ser-
vices InterestGroup.We are also discussingwith theStanford
NCBO project how to merge back our contributions to the
technology into the NBCO BioPortal.

In the future, we want to be able to describe more the
usage of ontologies by defining/extending (1) generic tasks
for which ontology are used (annotation, indexing, search,
reasoning, etc.) and (2) small examples of usages of the
ontologies. We also plan to use the same metadata analysis
approach to suggest ontology development guidelines based
on community practices. For instance, by looking at the most
used properties to describe ontologies or their classes. In the
future, by integrating more relevant ontologies and vocab-
ularies into AgroPortal and cautiously describing them, we
hope to offer a reference portal to identify and use knowledge
organizations systems in agronomy, food, plant sciences and
biodiversity.Wewill continue our metadata edition and cura-
tion effort to be sure to provide the community with the best
descriptions for ontologies available.
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